Tuesday, May 27, 2008

8:00 am - 5:00 pm

(1-001) REGISTRATION
Grand Ballroom Foyer

8:00 am - 8:45 am

(1-002) CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
Seacliff Foyer

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

(1-003) PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP I
Seacliff A
Advocacy: Understanding the Legislative Process and the Role of Science (morning session)
Presenter: Annie Toro

1:00 pm - 5:00 pm

(1-004) PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP II
Seacliff B
Advocacy: Strategies and Opportunities for Impact (afternoon session)
Presenters: Jon Baron and Brian Wilcox

8:30 am - 4:30 pm

(1-005) PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP III
Seacliff C
Survival Analysis in a Latent Variable Modeling Framework
Presenters: Katherine Maysn, Ph.D. and Hanno Petras, Ph.D.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

(1-006) PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP IV
Seacliff D
Antisocial Behavior: A Clinical and Social Problem Considered From Evolutionary Perspectives
Chairs: Ralph Tarter and Diana Fishbein
Presenters: Ralph Tarter, Tom Dishion, Tony Biglan, S. Alexandra Burt, David Sloane Wilson, Michael Vanyukov, David Newlin.

10:00 am - 10:45 am

(1-007) MORNING BREAK
Seacliff Foyer

12:00 am - 1:00 pm

(1-009) LUNCH ON YOUR OWN

3:00 pm - 3:45 pm

(1-100) AFTERNOON BREAK
Seacliff Foyer

5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

(1-101) OPENING RECEPTION
Pacific D - N

5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

(1-102) NIDA INTERNATIONAL POSTER SESSION

(1-103) NIDA WELCOME (6:00 pm – 6:10 pm)
Pacific D – N

The International Program and the Prevention Research Branch of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) will host a new event at the SPR 2008 Annual Meeting: The NIDA International Poster Session. Posters will highlight prevention and prevention related research completed in international settings by international researchers, domestic researchers, or bi-national teams.

Wilson Compton, National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
### Central America and South America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>“Barras Bravas” And Illegal Drug Use In Bogota, Colombia</td>
<td>Catalina Lopez-Quintero, Yehuda Neumark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prevention Intervention With Youth In Rural Communities In Central Mexico</td>
<td>Stephen S. Kulis, Flavio Francisco Marsiglia, Hilda García-Pérez, Tanya Nieri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Behavioral Problems And The Occurrence Of Tobacco, Cannabis, And Coca Paste Smoking In Chile: Evidence Based On Multivariate Response Models For School Survey Data</td>
<td>Luis Caris, Carlos Rios, James Anthony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Community And Family Factors As Predictors Of Drug Use By Youth: Croatian Perspective</td>
<td>Basic Josipa, Valentina Kranzelic, Martina Feric Slehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Genetic Variation In Heroin Dependent Patients And Association With Response To Methadone Therapy</td>
<td>Csaba Barta, Agnes Szilagyi, Katalin Hoffmann, Zsolt Demetrovics, Maria Sasvari-Szekely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Impaired Decision Making: A Vulnerability Factor For The Development Of Substance Use Disorders In Children And Adolescents With Aggressive Behavior And Disruptive Behavior Disorders</td>
<td>John Lochman, Walter Mattheys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Risk And Protective Factors For Adolescent Substance Use In The United States And The Netherlands</td>
<td>Sabrina Oesterle, J. David Hawkins, Majone Skeetee, Harrie Jonkman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Characteristics Of Norwegian Organizations Implementing Parent Management Training Oregon Model</td>
<td>Sibu Klest, Joshua Patras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Peer-Driven Interventions (PDIS) In Russia To Combat HIV Among IDUS: Concluding Impact Results Of A Three-Year Field Experiment</td>
<td>Robert Broadhead, Valerii L. Volkanesky, Casey Borch, Douglas D. Heckathorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A Risk-Based Model Predictive Control Approach To Adaptive Interventions For The Prevention And Treatment Of Drug Abuse</td>
<td>Daniel E. Rivera, Anuncion Zafra-Cabeza, Linda Collins, Miguel A. Ridao, Eduardo F. Camacho</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Middle East and Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>A Rapid Situation Assessment Of Substance Use And Misuse In Lebanon: A Step Towards A National Drug Demand Reduction Plan</td>
<td>Lilian Ghandour, Elie Karam, Wadih Maalouf, Marianna Salamoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Adolescent Substance Use Norms In Cape Town, South Africa</td>
<td>Lori-Ann Palen, Edward Smith, Linda Caldwell, John Graham, Michael Cleveland, Alan Flisher, Tania Vergnani, Lisa Wegner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Contextual Influences In Developing, Implementing And Evaluating A School Based Intervention To Reduce Alcohol Consumption Amongst High School Students In KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa</td>
<td>Myra Taylor, Siyabonga Dlamini, Champaklal Jinabhai, Gerald Friedland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Audit Of Substance Abuse Primary Prevention Programmes Targeting Young People In Cape Town – South Africa.</td>
<td>Nadine Harker, Bronwyn Myers, Charles Parry, Tara Carney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Effects Of The Healthwise South Africa Intervention On The Relationship Between Leisure Activity Participation And Substance Use</td>
<td>Melissa Tibbits, Linda Caldwell, Edward Smith, Lisa Wegner, Alan Flisher, Tania Vergnani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>HIV And AIDS Related Stigma And Effects Of Race And Identity On The Provision Of HIV And AIDS Treatment And Care In South Africa</td>
<td>Darigg Brown, Collins Airhibenbuwa, Juliet Iwelunmor, Titilayo Okoror</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Asia

18 The Deportation Of Cambodians: A Failure Of Adjustment Or A Failing Of Society?
Tracy W. Harachi

19 Sex Under Influence Of Alcohol And Other Risky Behaviors Among Institutionized Drug Users In China
Danhua Lin, Xiaoming Li, Xiaoyi Fang

20 Substance Use Among High Risk Adolescents In Beijing, China
Xinguang Chen, Danhua Lin, Xiaoyi Fang, Xiaoming Li

21 Sexual Education And Youth Health Prevention, Taiwan
Yawen Huang

22 Psychosocial Context Of Tobacco Use Among Secondary School Students In China
Qun Zhao, Xiaoming Li, Lingran Zhong, Rong Mao, Bonita Stanton

23 Women And Substance Use In India: Deeper Insights
Pratima Murthy, Ashita Mittal, Pushkar Singh, Gopika Raina

24 Introducing Project Activity: Advancing Tobacco Cessation
Abha Tewari, Monika Arora, Melissa Stigler, Cheryl Perry, Srinath Reddy, Shifalka Goenka, Prasanta Konar

25 Understanding The Role Of Substance Abuse In Violence And Criminal Behavior In Children And Adolescents
Sharma Shridhar

26 The Global Health Research Center Of Central Asia: US Investigators And Central Asian Researchers Collaborate To Address Drug Addiction And HIV In The Region
Elwin Wu, Anne Brisson, El-Basel Nabila, Assel Terlikbayeva, Louisa Gilbert, Danil Nikitin, Ingrida Platais

27 Drug Abuse, Sex Behaviors, Use Of Condoms And HIV Risk In Teku, Nepal
Meen Poudyal Chhetri

Australia

30 Developing A Population Prevention Program For Early Childhood Mental Health
Jordana Bayer, Harriet Hiscock, Obioha Ukoumunne, Melissa Wake, Daniel Shaw

Carol Metzler, Matthew Sanders, Julie Rusby, Karen Turner

32 From Youth Dance Culture To Sexual Intimacy: MDMA In Global Context
Jean Schensul, Elsie Vazquez, Chavon Hamilton
### Wednesday, May 28, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am - 5:00 pm</td>
<td><strong>(2-001) REGISTRATION</strong>&lt;br&gt;Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am - 8:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-002) CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST</strong>&lt;br&gt;Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am - 10:00 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-003) PLENARY SESSION I</strong>&lt;br&gt;Grand Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention Science in an Increasingly Globalized World&lt;br&gt;Chair: Zili Sloboda, University of Akron&lt;br&gt;Presenters: Eduardo J. Simoes, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Nancy S. Padian, RTI International, Mary Jane Rotheram-Borus, University of California, Los Angeles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am - 10:15 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-004) MORNING BREAK</strong>&lt;br&gt;Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-005) PLENARY I ROUNDTABLE</strong>&lt;br&gt;Grand Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention Science in an Increasingly Globalized World&lt;br&gt;Chair: Zili Sloboda, University of Akron&lt;br&gt;Presenters: Eduardo Simoes, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Nancy S. Padian, RTI International, Mary Jane Rotheram-Borus, University of California, Los Angeles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-006) ECPN SYMPOSIUM</strong>&lt;br&gt;Grand Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Analysis of Existing Prevention Data and an Introduction to the Database Taskforce.&lt;br&gt;Chair: Ty Ridenour&lt;br&gt;Discussants: Linda Collins, Lisa Dierker, Kathy Etz, Nicholas Ialongo, Stephanie Lanz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-007) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium</strong>&lt;br&gt;Seatliff A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School-Wide Interventions To Promote Social And Character Development: Preliminary Findings From The Social And Character Development Place-Based Randomized Trial&lt;br&gt;Chair: Tamara Haegerich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-007) Research, Policy and Practice, Roundtable</strong>&lt;br&gt;Grand Ballroom C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnering Evidence On The Use Of Evidence: How Do Policymakers And Practitioners Think About Adopting Evidence-Based Programs?&lt;br&gt;Chair: Vivian Tseng, Discussants: Brian Wilcox, Jon Baron, Patricia Chamberlain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-008) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium</strong>&lt;br&gt;Seatliff A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School-Wide Interventions To Promote Social And Character Development: Preliminary Findings From The Social And Character Development Place-Based Randomized Trial&lt;br&gt;Discussant: Edward Seidman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-008) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium</strong>&lt;br&gt;Seatliff A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Impact Of Character Interventions On Student Outcomes: Results From Three Years Of The Positive Action Program In The Chicago Randomized Trial&lt;br&gt;Brian Flay, David Dubois, Peter Ji, Carol Allred</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-008) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium</strong>&lt;br&gt;Seatliff A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paths To Children’s Social And Character Development: Whose Social Information Processes Are Changing?&lt;br&gt;Hugh Crean, Emma Forbes-Jones, James Masciale, Deborah Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(2-008) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium</strong>&lt;br&gt;Seatliff A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Impacts Of The 4Rs Program On Children’s Social-Emotional And Academic Functioning Over Two Years&lt;br&gt;Stephanie Jones, Joshua Brown, J. Lawrence Aber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(2-009) Context and Prevention - Broad Society, Media, Roundtable

Seacliff B

Collaboration, Context, and Communities: Sustaining Prevention in High Poverty Schools
Chair: Marc Atkins

38 Collaboration, Context, And Communities: Sustaining Prevention In High Poverty Schools
Elise Cappella, Marc Atkins, Stacy Frazier, Bridget Hamre, Krista Hinton, Johnny Williamson, Sonja Schoenwald

(2-010) Emerging Adulthood, Organized Paper Symposium

Seacliff C

Understanding Risky Sexual Behavior During Emerging Adulthood
Chair: Kevin Haggerty

39 Understanding Risky Sexual Behavior During Emerging Adulthood
Kevin Haggerty, Eve Reider

40 Effects And Mediators Of The Seattle Social Development Project Intervention On The Onset Of STD Diagnosis Through Age 30.
Karl Hill, Jennifer Bailey, J. David Hawkins, Richard Catalano

41 Sex Risk Behavior Among Young Adult Children Of Opiate Dependent Parents: Results From A 10 Year Follow Up Of The Focus On Families Study
Charles Fleming, Kevin Haggerty, Martie Skinner, Richard Catalano

42 Risky Sexual Behavior In The Transition To Adulthood: Mechanisms For Differences Between College Students And Nonstudents.
Jennifer Bailey, Charlie Fleming, Kevin Haggerty, Richard Catalano

(2-011) Innovative Methods, Organized Paper Symposium

Seacliff D

An Analysis of Urban Adolescents’ Socio-Spatial Lives and Health Outcomes
Chair: Michael Mason

43 An Analysis Of Urban Adolescents’ Socio-Spatial Lives And Health Outcomes
Michael Mason

44 An Analysis Of The Activity Spaces Of Substance Abusing Urban Adolescents
Michael Mason

45 Explaining Neighborhood Correlates Of Adolescent Conduct Problems:
Mariaerich Gartsteinseamon, Thomas Dishion

46 Geographic Characteristics Of Residential And Activity Space Locations For Adolescent Substance Abuse Research
Jeremy Mennis

(2-012) The Role of Culture, Ethnicity and Health Disparities in Prevention Research, Organized Paper Symposium

Bayview A

Childhood Overweight, Mental Health Problems, and School Functioning: A Consideration of Race/Ethnicity, Immigrant Status, and Family Environment
Chair: Spring Dawson-McClure

47 Childhood Overweight, Mental Health Problems, And School Functioning: A Consideration Of Race/Ethnicity, Immigrant Status, And Family Environment
Spring Dawson-McClure, Laurie Miller Brotman

48 Overweight And Elementary School Functioning Among White, Black, Latino And Asian Children In The US
Spring Dawson-McClure, Keng-Yen Huang, Laurie Miller Brotman, Shanna German, Natasha Burke
49 Overweight And Mental Health Problems: From Kindergarten To 5Th Grade
Keng-Yen Huang, Spring Dawson-Mcclure, Laurie Miller Brotman, Ami Schwab, Joseph Palamar

50 Familial And Psychological Correlates Of Latina Girls’ Overweight
Julianna Deardorff, Lawrence Kushi, Robert Hiatt

10:15 am - 11:45 am

(2-013) Effectiveness Trials, Organized Paper Symposium
Bayview B
Four Papers from a Study of After School Programs for Middle School-Aged Youths
Chair: Denise Gottfredson

51 Four Papers From A Study Of After School Programs For Middle School-Aged Youths
Denise Gottfredson

52 Structure And “Deviancy Training” In After School Programs
Melissa Rorie

53 Positive Youth Development In Different After School Activities
Denise Wilson

54 The Effect Of After-School Programs On Routine Activities And Unstructured Socializing
Amanda Cross

10:15 am - 11:45 am

(2-014) Context and Prevention – School, Peer, Grouped Papers
Garden Room A
School Health Violence Prevention, Evaluation of Bullying in public and private schools, Bringing EBP to Family Child Care Settings to prevent problem behavior
Chair: Greta Massetti

55 School Health Violence Prevention Policies And Programs 2000-2006: Change For The Better?
Marcy Feldman Hertz, Sherry Everett Jones

56 Evaluation Of Bullying And It’s Emotional Impact In Public And Private Schools In Cali, Colombia, 2007
Maria Cuevas

57 Bringing Evidence Based Practices To Family Child Care Settings: A Small-Scale Efficacy Trial To Prevent Problem Behavior
Julie Rusby, Keith Smolkowski, Ted Taylor

10:15 am - 11:45 am

(2-015) Dissemination, Grouped Papers
Garden Room B
Effect of Context on Sustaining Interventions, Technological Enhancement’s Impact, Implementation and 6-month Outcomes of a Primary Care/Internet Based Adolescent Depression Prevention Intervention
Chair: Kris Bosworth

58 The Effect Of Context On Sustaining Interventions: Results From A Large-Scale Diffusion Project Under Natural Conditions
Melissa Tibbits, Brian Bumbarger, Sandee Kyler

59 Technological Enhancements’ Impact On Ease Of Delivery, Teachers’ Attitudes And Fidelity
William Hansen, Dana Bishop

60 Implementation And 6-Month Outcomes Of A Primary Care/Internet Based Adolescent Depression Prevention Intervention (CATCHIT)
Benjamin Van Voorhees, Dave Paunesku, Natalie Watson, Stephanie Melkonian

10:15 am - 11:45 am

(2-016) Context and Prevention – School, Peer, Organized Paper Symposium
Pacific BC
Cascading Levels Of Context: Predicting Successful Program Implementation
Chair: Gerald August

61 Cascading Levels Of Context: Predicting Successful Program Implementation
Gerald August
62 Factors Related To Paths Implementation, Climate, And Intent To Sustain: Both Context And Program Characteristics Matter  
Meg Small, Celene Domitrovich, Linda Jacobson, Carolyn Ransford

63 The Effect Of School And Counselor Characteristics On Implementation Of A Preventive Intervention  
John Lochman, Nicole Powell, Caroline Boxmeyer, Lixin Qu, Karen Wells, Michael Windle, David Roth

64 Practitioner And Site Organizational Characteristics Influence Implementation Of Early Risers  
Bonnie Klimes-Dougan, Michael Bloomquist, Steven Lee, Jason Horowitz, George Realmuto, Gerald August

65 Systematic Adaptations Of The Keepin´ It Real Evidence-Based Curriculum: Making Drug Prevention Relevant To Unique Youth  
Discussant: Felipe Gonzalez Castro

66 Adaptation Of The Evidence-Based “Keepin´ It Real” Program For And By Older, High-Risk Youth In Community Settings  
Lori Holleran

67 The Keepin' It Real Prevention Program In Spain And Mexico: International Collaborations For Cultural Adaptation  
Flavio Marsiglia

68 Effectiveness Of Adapted Versions Of An Evidence-Based Substance Abuse Prevention Program With Alternative High School Students  
Laura Moon Hopson, Lori Holleran

69 Promoting And Sustaining Implementation Quality In Trials And Naturalistic Conditions  
Discussant: Luanne Rohrbach

70 Community-Based Prevention Coalitions As The Context For High-Quality Program Implementation: Methods Used And Outcomes Achieved In The Community Youth Development Study  
Abigail Fagan, Koren Hanson, J. David Hawkins, Michael Arthur

71 Sustainability Of Evidence-Based Intervention Implementation Quality By Community-University Partnerships: The Prosper Study  
Richard Spoth, Max Guyl, Jennifer Dykstra, Scott Clair, Mark Greenberg, Mark Feinberg

---

11:45 am - 1:15 pm

(2-017) ECPN LUNCH (REGISTRATION REQUIRED)  
Grand Ballroom B

How to be a Successful Early Career Prevention Scientist: Success Stories from Recipients of the SPR Early Career Award  
Chairs: Keryn Pasch, Ph.D. & Mildred M. Maldonado-Molina, Ph.D.  
Presentations: Stephanie T. Lanza, Guillermo (Willy) Prado, Melissa Stigler

11:45 am - 1:15 pm

(2-018) LUNCH ON YOUR OWN

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(2-019) Context and Prevention – Cross-Context, Organized Paper Symposium  
Grand Ballroom A

Systematic Adaptations of the Keepin' It Real Evidence-based Curriculum: Making Drug Prevention Relevant to Unique Youth  
Chair: Lori Holleran

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(2-020) SPR MAPS I: Evolving the Future: Evolutionary Theory Meets Prevention Science  
Grand Ballroom B

David Sloane Wilson

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(2-021) Dissemination, Organized Paper Symposium  
Grand Ballroom C

Promoting and Sustaining Implementation Quality in Trials and Naturalistic Conditions  
Chair: Brian Bumbarger

69 Promoting And Sustaining Implementation Quality In Trials And Naturalistic Conditions  
Discussant: Luanne Rohrbach

70 Community-Based Prevention Coalitions As The Context For High-Quality Program Implementation: Methods Used And Outcomes Achieved In The Community Youth Development Study  
Abigail Fagan, Koren Hanson, J. David Hawkins, Michael Arthur

71 Sustainability Of Evidence-Based Intervention Implementation Quality By Community-University Partnerships: The Prosper Study  
Richard Spoth, Max Guyl, Jennifer Dykstra, Scott Clair, Mark Greenberg, Mark Feinberg
72 Promoting And Monitoring Implementation In A Dissemination Context: Evidence From Large-Scale Replications
Louis Brown, Brian Bumbarger, Sandee Kyler, Mark Greenberg, Mark Feinberg

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm
(2-022) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium
Seacliff A
Family-Based Prevention for Preschoolers at Risk for Antisocial Behavior: Findings from a Randomized Controlled Trial
Chair: Laurie Miller Brotman

73 Family-Based Prevention For Preschoolers At Risk For Antisocial Behavior: Findings From A Randomized Controlled Trial
Discussant: Deborah Gorman-Smith

74 Family-Based Prevention For Preschoolers At Risk For Antisocial Behavior: Two-Year Outcomes On Parenting And Aggression
Laurie Miller Brotman, Kathleen Kiely Gouley, Amanda Rosenfelt, Keng-Yen Huang, Colleen O’Neal

75 Family-Based Prevention For Preschoolers At Risk For Antisocial Behavior: School-Age Mental Health Outcomes
Kathleen Kiely Gouley, Laurie Miller Brotman, Amanda Rosenfelt, Andrea Vazzana, Gabrielle Friedman

76 Family-Based Prevention For Preschoolers At Risk For Antisocial Behavior: Prevalence And Program Effects On Overweight
Spring Dawson-McClure, Laurie Miller Brotman, Amanda Rosenfelt, Rachelle Theise, Kathleen Kiely Gouley

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm
(2-023) Context and Prevention – School, Peer, Organized Paper Symposium
Seacliff B
Examination of context variables in school-based research
Chair: Shaunna Clark

77 Examination Of Context Variables In School-Based Research:
Discussant: Thomas Dishion

78 Individual And Contextual Typologies Of School Adjustment: An Application Of Multilevel Latent Class Analysis
Kimberly Henry, Bengt Muthen

79 Classroom Context And Student’s Victimization: An Application Of Multilevel Latent a Transition Analysis
Karen Nylund

80 Multilevel Growth Mixture Modeling: Exploring Growth Trajectories Of Student Aggression
Shaunna Clark, Bengt Muthen

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm
(2-024) Emerging Adulthood, Organized Paper Symposium
Seacliff C
Developmental-Ecological Studies Of Risk and Prevention for Inner-City Youth and Families: Findings from the IJR Families and Community Research Group
Chair: Patrick Tolan

81 Developmental-Ecological Studies Of Risk And Prevention For Inner-City Youth And Families: Findings From The IJR Families And Community Research Group
Discussant: Robert McMahon

82 The Influence Of Adult Social Networks On Fathering And Aggression In Offspring
Michael Schoeny, Deborah Gorman-Smith, Patrick Tolan, David Henry

83 Long-Term Effects Of A Developmental-Ecological Intervention On Antisocial Behavior Of Inner-City Children
Patrick Tolan, David Henry

84 Norms For Prosocial Problem-Solving: Main And Moderator Effects
David Henry, Patrick Tolan, Deborah Gorman-Smith, Michael Schoeny
1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(2-025) Research, Policy and Practice, Organized Paper Symposium

Seatllf D
Effectiveness of School-Based Cross-Age Peer Mentoring: Implications for Program Practice and Policy
Chair: Tina Kauh

85 Effectiveness Of School-Based Cross-Age Peer Mentoring: Implications For Program Practice And Policy
Discussant: Tom Keller

86 Differential Impacts Of Adult And High School Student Mentors In A Random Assignment Study Of School-Based Mentoring
Tina Kauh, Carla Herrera, Jennifer Mcmaken

87 A Five-Year Follow-Up Test Of The Effectiveness Of School-Based Cross-Age Peer Mentoring
Michael Karcher

88 Implications Of School Support For Perceived Effectiveness Of School-Based High School Mentors
Keoki Hansen

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(2-026) Dissemination, Organized Paper Symposium

Bayview A
Sustainability of Systematic Community Prevention Approaches: Organizational and Contextual Factors
Chair: Mark Feinberg

89 Sustainability Of Systematic Community Prevention Approaches: Organizational And Contextual Factors
Discussant: J. David Hawkins

90 Level And Predictors Of Sustainability Of CTC In Pennsylvania
Mark Feinberg, Daniel Bontempo, Mark Greenberg

91 Factors Predicting The Sustainability Of Local Community Partnerships Across Time: The Prosper Project
Mark Greenberg, Mark Feinberg, Lesley Johnson, Sarah Chilenski, Richard STho, Cleve Redmond

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(2-027) Etiology, Organized Paper Symposium

Bayview B
The Intersection of Genetic and Social Environments: Implications for Preventing Drug Abuse
Chair: Wilson Compton

93 The Intersection Of Genetic And Social Environments: Implications For Preventing Drug Abuse
Discussant: David Reiss

94 MAOA Genotype By Maltreatment Interaction In The Development Of Psychopathology
Julia Kim-Cohen

95 Interplay Between Genes And Environment: The Role Of Gene-Environment Correlation
Jenae Neiderhiser

96 Implications For Prevention Of Early Onset Substance Use
Michael Lynskey, Arpana Agrawal, Pamela Madden, Kathleen Bucholz, Nick Martin, Andrew Heath

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(2-028) The Role of Culture, Ethnicity and Health Disparities in Prevention Research, Grouped Papers

Garden Room A
Contemporary and Emerging Conceptual and Methodological Approaches in Studying Preventive Interventions Targeting Ethnic Minority Families and Youth
Chair: Velma McBride Murry

97 Employing A Community-Based Participatory Research Model To Adapt A Substance Abuse Prevention Curriculum For Pre-Adolescents
Mary Harthun, Patricia Dustman, Leslie Reeves, Flavio Marsiglia, Michael Hecht

92 Contextual Predictors Of Prevention Coalition Sustainability In Step
Mary Ann Pentz, Nathaniel Riggs
A Mixed-Methods Analysis Of The Predictors Of ATOD Prevention Program Preferences And Motivations In Latino And Caribbean Immigrant Parents
Deborah Mclean Leow, Felipe Gonzalez Castro, Marisol Hernandez-Medina

The Design And Evaluation Of Culturally Competent Outreach Methods To Provide Information On Developmental Milestones
Eric C. Twombly, Kristen Holtz

The Developmental Epidemiology And Prevention Of Drug Abuse Disorders And HIV Risk Behavior: Effects Into Young Adulthood Of A Universal Classroom Behavior Management Intervention Done In 1st And 2nd Grades
Amy Windham, Sheppard Kellam, Jeanne Poduska, C. Hendricks Brown, Nicholas Ialongo

Intra-Community Variation In The Prevalence Of Adolescent Substance Use And Associated Risk And Protective Factors
Jack Pollard

Large-scale Prevention Initiatives for Youth: Lessons learned
Chair: Brian Wilcox

Putting Prevention Into Practice: Massachusetts Banding Together Against Alcohol Advertising (MBTAA)
Anastasia Carruth, Amy Helburn

The Effect Of The Minnesota Youth Tobacco Prevention Initiative And Its Shutdown
Nina Alesci, Jean Forster, Darin Erickson

Are State-Level Tobacco Control Policies Related To Youth Smoking Cessation?
Cindy Tworek, Ryoko Yamaguchi, Deborah Kloska, Sherry Emery, Dianne Barker, Gary Giovino, Patrick O'Malley, Frank Chaloupka

A Mixed-Methods Analysis Of The Predictors Of ATOD Prevention Program Preferences And Motivations In Latino And Caribbean Immigrant Parents
Deborah Mclean Leow, Felipe Gonzalez Castro, Marisol Hernandez-Medina

The Design And Evaluation Of Culturally Competent Outreach Methods To Provide Information On Developmental Milestones
Eric C. Twombly, Kristen Holtz

The Developmental Epidemiology And Prevention Of Drug Abuse Disorders And HIV Risk Behavior: Effects Into Young Adulthood Of A Universal Classroom Behavior Management Intervention Done In 1st And 2nd Grades
Amy Windham, Sheppard Kellam, Jeanne Poduska, C. Hendricks Brown, Nicholas Ialongo

Intra-Community Variation In The Prevalence Of Adolescent Substance Use And Associated Risk And Protective Factors
Jack Pollard

Large-scale Prevention Initiatives for Youth: Lessons learned
Chair: Brian Wilcox

Putting Prevention Into Practice: Massachusetts Banding Together Against Alcohol Advertising (MBTAA)
Anastasia Carruth, Amy Helburn

The Effect Of The Minnesota Youth Tobacco Prevention Initiative And Its Shutdown
Nina Alesci, Jean Forster, Darin Erickson

Are State-Level Tobacco Control Policies Related To Youth Smoking Cessation?
Cindy Tworek, Ryoko Yamaguchi, Deborah Kloska, Sherry Emery, Dianne Barker, Gary Giovino, Patrick O’Malley, Frank Chaloupka

Prevalence And Correlates For Suicide Behaviors Among Asian Americans In A National Sample
Aileen Duldulao

Challenges and Outcomes of the Dissemination of an Evidence-Based Program: Site, Delivery Method, and Training Method Differences
Chair: John Lochman

Challenges And Outcomes Of The Dissemination Of An Evidence-Based Program: Site, Delivery Method, And Training Method Differences
Discussant: Patrick Tolan

Outcome Effects Of An Advanced Field Trial Of The Coping Power Prevention Program
Caroline Boxmeyer, John Lochman, Nicole Powell, Lixin Qu, Karen Wells, Michael Windle, David Roth
108 Starting Well: Independent Dissemination Study Of The Coping Power Program In Four Oregon School Districts
*Mary Peterson, Elizabeth Hamilton*

109 Community Pediatricians’ Prevention Advocacy And Dissemination Of The Coping Power Program
*Sara Horstmann, Jennifer Linebarger*

**4:00 pm - 5:30 pm**

(2-035) Context and Prevention – Broad Society, Media, Organized Paper Symposium

*Grand Ballroom B*

Addressing The Challenges In Engaging At Risk Families Of Young Children In Prevention Programs
Chair: Alka Indurkhya

110 Addressing The Challenges In Engaging At Risk Families Of Young Children In Prevention Programs
Discussant: Leshatwendra Price

111 The Use Of Motivational Feedback In A Family-Based Intervention To Prevent Early Conduct Problems
*Daniel Shaw, Thomas Dishion, Melvin Wilson, Frances Gardner*

112 Using Preschool Classrooms To Provide Early Intervention And Prevention For Young Children At Risk Of Behavior Problems
*Carole Upshur, Melodie Wenzgross*

113 Recruiting And Engaging At-Risk Families In A Depression Prevention Program
*Esteban Cardemil, Tatiana Pinedo, Ingrid Sarmiento, Rachel Zack, Sandra Torres*

**4:00 pm - 5:30 pm**

(2-036) Dissemination, Organized Paper Symposium

*Grand Ballroom C*

Fidelity and Adaptation in Implementation of Evidence-Based Prevention Programs in School Settings
Chair: Luanne Rohrbach

114 Fidelity And Adaptation In Implementation Of Evidence-Based Prevention Programs In School Settings
Discussant: Phyllis Ellickson

115 Diffusion Of School-Based Prevention Programs In Two Urban Districts: Adaptations, Rationales, And Suggestions For Change
*Emily Ozer, Maggie Gaddis, Nickie Bazell*

116 Predictors Of Implementation Fidelity In The Project Towards No Drug Abuse (TND) Dissemination Trial
*Luanne Rohrbach, Melissa Gunning, Steve Susman, Ping Sun*

117 Identifying The Components Of Fidelity That Are Essential To Maintaining Evidence-Based Curricula Effects
*Melinda Pankratz, Julia Jackson-Newsom, Christopher Ringwalt, Nisha Gottfredson, Steve Giles, William Hansen, Linda Dusenbury*

**4:00 pm - 5:30 pm**

(2-037) Context and Prevention – Broad Society, Media, Roundtable

*Seacliff A*

118 Issues Of Context In The Prevention Of Child Maltreatment
Chair: Ron Prinz
Discussants: Sandra Azar, Dennis Embry, David Olds, Matthew Sanders

**4:00 pm - 5:30 pm**

(2-038) Context and Prevention, Roundtable

*Seacliff*

119 Branding Strategies In Social Marketing In Public Health Campaigns
Chair: Jeong Kyu Lee
Discussants: Michael Hecht, Anthony Biglan, Doug Evans

**4:00 pm - 5:30 pm**

(2-039) Emerging Adulthood, Organized Paper Symposium

*Seacliff C*

Supporting the Role Of Young Fathers In Families: From Prediction To Prevention
Chair: Paul Florsheim

120 Supporting The Role Of Young Fathers In Families: From Prediction To Prevention
Discussant: Mark Feinberg
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>Event Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 pm - 5:30 pm</td>
<td><strong>121 Father Visit Participation In The Nurse Family Partnership</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>John Holmberg</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>122 Predicting Early Fatherhood And Father Involvement Among Inner-City Men</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Deborah Gorman-Smith, Michael Schoeny, Elizabeth Grisar, Franklin Gray, Patrick Tolan, David Henry</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>123 The Young Parenthood Program: A Couples-Based Preventive Intervention For Adolescent Mothers And Their Partners</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Paul Florsheim, Sarah Heavin, Jason Burrow Sanchez, Laura Mcarthur, Kathleen Mcelligott</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>124 Neurobehavior Disinhibition: Linking Substance Use Disorder Etiology and Prevention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Ralph Tarter</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>125 Assessment Of Risk For Substance Use Disorder: Psychometric Validation Of The Neurobehavior Disinhibition Trait</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Ada Mezzich, Ralph Tarter, Levent Kirisci, Bang-Shuih Day</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>126 Change In Disinhibition From Early To Middle Adolescence: How Neighborhood Bears Upon A Youth's Impulse Control</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Ty Ridenour, Ulrike Feske, Ada Mezzich, Ralph Tarter</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>127 Peer Behavior Mediates Childhood Neurobehavior Disinhibition And Substance Use In Mid Adolescence: Gender Differences</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Levent Kirisci</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>128 Moderation Of Preventive Interventions: Self-Selection And Long-Term Effects On Emerging Adult Outcomes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Linda Trudeau</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>129 Preventive Intervention Effects On Young Adult Internalizing Symptoms: Risk Moderation Of Mediational Pathways</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Linda Trudeau, Kevin Randall, Richard Spoth</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>130 Gender And Risk Moderation Of The Effects Of A Brief Family Intervention Among Sixth-Graders On Alcohol Abuse In Emerging Adulthood</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>W. Alex Mason, Rick Kosterman, Kevin Haggerty, J. David Hawkins, Cleve Redmond, Richard Spoth, Chungyeol Shin</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>131 Self Selection In A Community-Based Universal Prevention Program</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Scott Goates, Laura Hill, Robert Rosenman</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>4:00 pm - 5:30 pm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(2-041) NATIONAL PREVENTION NETWORK (NPN)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Bayview A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Concept of Program Fidelity and the Strategies Involved in Maintaining Program Fidelity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Presenter: Gilbert Saint-jean, Miller School of Medicine, University of Miami</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>4:00 pm - 5:30 pm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(2-042) Effectiveness Trials, Organized Paper Symposium</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Bayview B</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderation of Preventive Interventions: Self-Selection and Long-Term Effects on Emerging Adult Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Chair: Linda Trudeau</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>128 Moderation Of Preventive Interventions: Self-Selection And Long-Term Effects On Emerging Adult Outcomes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Linda Trudeau</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>129 Preventive Intervention Effects On Young Adult Internalizing Symptoms: Risk Moderation Of Mediational Pathways</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Linda Trudeau, Kevin Randall, Richard Spoth</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>130 Gender And Risk Moderation Of The Effects Of A Brief Family Intervention Among Sixth-Graders On Alcohol Abuse In Emerging Adulthood</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>W. Alex Mason, Rick Kosterman, Kevin Haggerty, J. David Hawkins, Cleve Redmond, Richard Spoth, Chungyeol Shin</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>131 Self Selection In A Community-Based Universal Prevention Program</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Scott Goates, Laura Hill, Robert Rosenman</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>4:00 pm - 5:30 pm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(2-043) The Role of Culture, Ethnicity and Health Disparities in Prevention Research</strong>, Grouped Papers**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Garden Room A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Implication of Language Brokering and Acculturation for Understanding Behavioral and Health Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Chair: Kathy Burgoyne</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
132 Acculturation, Youth Violence, And Suicidal Behavior: A Review Of The Empirical Literature
   Nancy Stroupe, Paul Smokowski, Corinne Ferdon

133 Linguistic Acculturation As A Predictor Of Substance Use Onset Among Mexican Heritage Children From 5Th To 7Th Grade
   Stephen S. Kulis, Flavio F. Marsiglia, Scott T. Yabiku, Tanya Nieri, Monica Parasit

134 The Effects Of Language Brokering Contexts On Behavioral Health Outcomes For Latino Parents And Adolescents
   Heather Mclure, Charles Martinez, Mark Eddy

139 Tuning In To Kids: Efficacy And Feasibility Of An Emotion-Focused Parenting Program In Community Settings
   Katherine Wilson, Sophie S Havighurst, Ann Harley, Margot Prior

140 Initial Results Of An Intervention Trial To Increase Participant Retention In Home Visiting Programs
   Erin Ingoldsby, David Olde, Maureen Mcclatchey, Pilar Baca, Pinto Francesca

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

(2-044) Research, Policy and Practice, Grouped Papers

Garden Room B
Economic Analyses Of Prevention Efforts
   Chair: Robert Saltz

135 Economic Analyses Of The Better Beginnings, Better Futures Primary School Prevention Project
   Ray Peters, Kelly Petrunka

136 Age-26 Cost-Benefit Analysis Of The Title I Chicago Child-Parent Centers
   Arthur Reynolds, Judy Temple, Barry White, Sub-Rau Ou, Dylan Robertson

137 Errors In Predicting Adult Crime From Juvenile Crime: Implications For Cost-Benefit Analysis Of The Chicago Child-Parent Center Preschool Program
   Judy Temple, Barry White, Chin-Chih Chen, Arthur Reynolds

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

(2-045) Efficacy Trials, Grouped Papers

Pacific BC
Community-based Parenting Approaches to Improve Parenting and Prevent Child Problem Behaviors
   Chair: Tamara Haegerich

138 Targeting Family Contextual Processes As A Preventive Intervention In Reducing Risky Behaviors Among Rural African American Youth
   Velma Mcbride Murry, Lily D. Mcnair, Cady Berkel, Gene Brody

146 Comparing Frameworks For The Joint Analysis Of Mediation And Moderation Effects
   Amanda Fairchild, David Mackinnon

147 An Exponential Decay Model For Mediation
   Matt Fritz, David Mackinnon

148 Cross-Sectional Versus Longitudinal Mediation In Prevention Data
   Vanessa Oblrich, David Mackinnon

141 Advances In Mediation And Moderation Analysis: Longitudinal Data And New Statistical Methods
   David MacKinnon

142 Mediation In Dynamic Cascade Models
   Patrick Malone

143 Bayesian Mediation Analysis
   Ying Yuan, David MacKinnon

144 Multivariate, Multilevel Modeling Of Behavioral Interaction Patterns In Mediation
   Getachew Dagne, C. Hendricks Brown, George Howe

145 Additive Latent Variable (ALV) Modeling: Assessing Variation In Impact In The Adolescent Substance Abuse Prevention Study—A Methodological Discussion
   Peter Tjoyinbo, C. Hendricks Brown, Zili Sloboda, Scott Grey, Peggy Tonkin, Brent Teasdale, Richard C Stephens
159 An Investigation Of Parental, Child And Contextual Factors Related To Parent Involvement In School In A Culturally Diverse Sample
Joseph Palamar, Dimitra Kamboukos, Shanna German, Gabrielle Friedman, Andreas Szeles, Conner Mcclure, Esther Calzada, Laurie Miller Brotman

160 The Moderating Role Of Parental Social Support In The Relationship Between Violence Exposure And Psychological Adjustment
Brian Shields, Kathryn Reid-Quinones, Wendy Kliwer

161 The Effect Of Life-Skills Based Sexual Education Communication On Parents.
Ya Wen Huang, I-Chyun Chiang, Anthony Biglan, Ching Hua Huang

162 Role Of Sleep Deficit In The Relationship Between Problematic Alcohol Use And Risky Driving Behavior
Jamison Fargo, Marilyn Sommers

163 Factor Structure And Psychometric Characteristics Of The Global Risk Assessment Device
Atika Khurana, Jason Sullivan, Stephen Gavazzi

164 The Importance Of Family And Community Context In Understanding The Influence Of Peer Groups On Future Violent Behavior
Brett Kia-Keating

165 Developmental Differences In Risk And Protective Factors For Aggression And Gang Involvement Among Central American Youth
Wendy Kliwer, Lenn Murrelle, Kimberly Goodman
Context and Prevention – Family

166 Child-Parent Communication Change From Late Childhood To Mid Adolescence And Its Effects On Marijuana Use At Age 15 To 16.
*Sherri Mosovsky*, Maureen Reynolds, Zhongcui Gao, Levent Kirisci, Ralph Tarter

167 Parents’ Substance Use Disorders Affect Children’s Coping Styles
*Jacqueline R. Barco*, Maureen Reynolds, Zhongcui Gao, Levent Kirisci, Ralph Tarter

168 Effects Of Male SUD On Their Wives’ Comorbid And Non-Corbid Psychiatric Diagnoses
*Levent Kirisci*, Jack Cornelius, Maureen Reynolds, Gregory Homish, Duncan Clark

169 Association Between Parent Alcohol Use And Child Externalizing Behaviors Across Subsequent Generation’s Externalizing Behaviors
*Rachel Jochem*, Tom Schofield, Katherine J. Conger

170 A Public Health Approach To Promoting Prevention-Based Parenting Practices
*Karen Randolph*, Melissa Radey, Skip Forsyth

171 Control Beliefs As A Mediator Of The Relation Between Parenting And Depression In Parentally Bereaved Children: A Developmentally Sensitive Model
*Amanda Sigal*, Irwin Sandler, Jenn-Yun Tien, Sharlene Wolchik

172 The Relationship Between Family Involvement In Childhood And Cannabis Use Disorders In Young Adults
*Sarah Rapport*, Maureen Reynolds, Levent Kirisci, Zhongcui Gao, Ralph Tarter

173 Mother-Pre-Adolescent Sex Communication: The Moderating Role Of Maternal Information About Sex
*Louis Chow*, Alana Clayton, Lisa Armistead, Kim Miller, Rex Forehand, Beth Kotchick, Nicholas Long

174 The Moderating Effects Of Parental Consistency And Structure On Relations Between Child Impulsivity And Oppositional Defiant Behaviors
*H. Isabella Lanza*, Deborah A. G. Drabick, Ajantha Nanayakkara

175 Family Factors Of Crisis In Family Of Adolescent With Externalized Behavioural Problem
*Luc Touchette*, Robert Pauzé, Jacques Joly

176 Models Of Risk For Long-Term Adaptation In Parentally Bereaved Children
*Stefany Coxe*, Tim Ayers, Irwin Sandler, Jenn-Yun Tien, Sharlene Wolchik

177 Family Routines, Parental Acceptance, Parent-Child Communication, And Behavior Problems In A Sample Of Divorcing Families.
*Sara Seyed Nozadi*, Jeffrey Cookston

178 The Children Of Incarcerated Parents In Context
*Dana M. Foney*, Mark Eddy, Charles Martinez

179 Predictors Of Participation In A Family-Focused Intervention
*Lisa Schatinker*, Jennifer Dykstra, Cleve Redmond, Richard Spoth

180 The Relationships Between Parental Monitoring, Parent-Child Communication, Parental Acculturation, And Drug Use Among Urban Hispanic Adolescents
*Pallav Pokhrel*, Jennifer Unger, Karla Wagner, Anamara Ritt-Olson, Steve Sussman

Context and Prevention – Broad Society, Media

181 Motivation For HIV Testing Among HIV-Positive African-American And Latina Women In Los Angeles
*Rotrease Regan*, Lekeisha Sumner, Gail Wyatt

182 The Synar Amendment: An Example Of Environmental Strategies In Action
*Jennifer Wagner*

183 A Survey Of Parents Of 4th-6th Graders From Four Cultures About Needs For Inhalant Use Prevention Information
*Ruth Edwards*, Beverly Marquart

184 Contextually Sensitive Approaches To Health Promotion Intervention For Immigrant Populations
*Seunghye Hong*
185 Alcohol Advertising And Branded Merchandise: Does Exposure To Advertising And Acceptance Of Alcohol-Branded Merchandise Influence Alcohol Use Among Early Adolescents? 
*Keryn Pasch, Cheryl Perry, Kian Farbakhsh, Kelli Komro*

186 Changing Community Environments And Societal Norms To Prevent Intimate Partner Violence: Promising Strategies And New Directions 
*Larry Cohen, Lisa Parks, Nicole Kravitz-Wirtz*

187 The Social Relationship Context And Cultural Perspective Of Injection Risk Behaviors, A Comparison Between US And Chinese Injection Drug Users 
*Jianghong Li, Mark Convey, Margaret Weeks*

**Context and Prevention – Neighborhood, Individual**

188 Community Context Matters: Assessing Community Readiness For Primary Prevention Of Sexual Violence 
*Lisa Parks*

189 Mothers’ And Youths’ Neighborhood Perceptions: Whose Matter Most For Future Youth Alcohol Use And Delinquency? 
*Hilary F. Byrnes, Brenda A. Miller, Joel W. Grube*

190 Patterns Of Neighborhood Risk Among Early Adolescent Residents 
*Amy Tobler, Kelli Komro, Mildred Maldonado-Molina*

191 How Communities That Care (CTC) Coalition Functioning Relates To Adolescent Problem Behaviors 
*Louis Brown, Jennifer Sartorius, Mark Feinberg, Mark Greenberg*

192 Concurrent Growth In Conduct Problems And Substance Use In Adolescence: An Application Of Growth Mixture Modeling To Test Heterogeneity Within And Between Growth Processes 
*Johnny Wu, Katie Witkiewitz, Robert McMahon, Kenneth Dodge, Conduct Problems Prevention Research Group*

193 Outcomes For Gifted Students: Perceived Leadership Attributes, Values And Substance Use 
*Lorrie Schmid, Megan Golonka, Adam Mack, Kristen Foster, Martha Putallaz, Christina Grimes, Philip Costanzo*

194 Adverse Life Events, Depressive Symptoms And Aggressive Behavior In African American Adolescents: The Role Of Control-Related Beliefs 
*Yadira M. Sanchez, Sharon F. Lambert, Nicholas S. Ialongo*

195 Group Characteristics And Their Impact On Female Victimization 
*Tara Kelley-Baker, Eduardo Romano, Radha Vishnuvajjala*

196 Developing A Group Intervention To Reduce AOD Use, Abuse, And Victimization Among Young Women 
*Tara Kelley-Baker, Radha Vishnuvajjala*

197 Youth Internalizing And Externalizing Behaviors As Mechanisms Linking Community Violence Exposure And Low Academic Functioning 
*Nicole Cammack, Sharon Lambert, Nicholas Ialongo*

198 Localized Alcohol Outlet Densities And Underage Drinking 
*Michael Todd, Joel Grube, Paul Gruenewald*

199 Social Contexts Of Tobacco Use For Two Generations Of U.S. Southeast Asians 
*Juliet Lee, Robynn Battle*

200 Mentoring Children Of Incarcerated Parents - Program And Policy Considerations 
*Rebecca Shlafer, Julie Poeblmann, Brianna Coffino, Ashley Hanneman*

201 The Role Of Neighborhood-Specific Parenting Strategies In Promoting Mental Health In Young Children Living In Low-Income Urban Neighborhoods 
*Sharon Kingston, Laurie Miller Brotman, Keng-Yen Huang, Esther Calzada, Spring Dawson-Mcclure, Ada Cervantes, Conner Mcclure*

202 Social Support For HIV Medication Adherence In Gay Couples: The Primacy Of The Partner 
*Scott Stumbo, Mallory Johnson, Judith Wrubel*
203 Associations Between Neighborhood Crime And Neglect And Increased Risk Behaviors And Infectious Diseases Among A Population-Based Sample Of Young Men: The California Heyman Study
Fred Molitor, Allen Barbara, Geneva Bell-Sanford, Matt Facer, Barbara Green-Ajoku, Jeffrey Klausner, George Lemp, Martin Lynch, Willi McFarland, Scott Morrow, Kimberly Page Shafeer, Juan Ruiz

204 Understanding The Antecedents For Pre-Aadolescent Girls To Social Deviancy
Bonnie Bowie

205 Risky Sexual Behaviors, Substance Use And Depression Among Homeless Youth With Histories Of Physical And Sexual Abuse
Atika Khurana, Natasha Slesnick, Suzanne Bartle-Haring

206 Context-Dependent Analysis Of The Determinants Of Condom Attitudes Among Emerging Adults
Leslie Snyder, Kirstie Cope Farrar, Rhonda Trust, William Barta

207 Evaluation Of A Holistic Approach To Adolescent Suicide Prevention: Providing Mental Health Services In The Context Of School-Based Wellness Programs.
Jill R. Glassman, Sheryl Kern-Jones, John P. Shields

208 Partner Mutuality And Safe Sex Behaviors Among African American Young Women
Maya Corneille, Aashir Nasim, Faye Belgrave

Context and Prevention - Dissemination

209 Delivering The Incredible Years Series Teacher Training And Dina Dinosaur Child Training Program In The Context Of Head Start: Examining A Model Of Program Delivery
Greta Doctoroff, Stephanie Shepard, Susan Dickstein, Ronald Seifer

210 The Quality Of Implementation Of Evidence-Based School Substance Use Prevention Programs
Susan Ennett, Susan Haws, Christopher Ringwalt, Amy Vincus, Sean Hanley, Luanne Rohrbach, J Michael Bowling

211 Implementation And Evaluation Of Paths Program In Croatia
Valentina Kranzelic, Martina Feric Slehan, Josipa Basic, Greenberg Mark, Celene Domitrovich, Elaine Berrena

212 Correlates Of The Quality Of Implementation Of Evidence-Based School Substance Use Prevention Programs
Susan Haws, Susan Ennett, Christopher Ringwalt, Amy Vincus, Sean Hanley, Luanne Rohrbach, Michael Bowling

213 Do Teacher Characteristics Moderate The Relationship Between Principal And Technical Support And Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) Curriculum Implementation?
Carolyn Ransford, Mark Greenberg, Celene Domitrovich, Meg Small, Linda Jacobson

214 Google-Ing Prevention: Exploring Traditional And Internet-Based Dissemination Of A Middle School Drug Prevention Program
Kimberlee Trudeau, Emil Chiauzzi, Liza Quinonez, Al Chow, Christine Benoit, Sarah Lord

215 Making Changes Last In The Classroom: Factors Contributing To The Sustainability Of A Evidence-Based Preschool Curriculum
Rebecca Sanford Derousie

216 Making Sure Research Is Used: Community-Generated Recommendations For Disseminating Research Via Non-Traditional Venues
José Ramón Fernández-Peña, Pamela Decarlo, Carolyn Hunt, Ellen Goldstein, Daniel Bao, Hank Wilson

Emerging Adulthood

217 Pilot Of A Brief Computer-Based Intervention Addressing Multiple Health Behaviors For College Students
Michele Moore, Chudley Werch, Hui Bhan

218 Transitions Into And Out Of Light Smoking
Helene White, Bethany Bray, Charles Fleming, Richard Catalano

219 Preliminary Portrayal Of Difficulties And Identity Status Of Emerging Adults Enrolled In Quebec’s Adult Educational Settings
Julie Marcotte, Richard Cloutier, Laurier Fortin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event 2-047</th>
<th>5:30 pm - 7:30 pm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **220 Performance Enhancing Substance Use By College Student Athletes**  
*Jennifer Buckman, David Yusko, Helene White, Robert Pandina*  
| **229 The Role Of Sexual Agency In A Comprehensive Model Of Adolescent Sexual Health: Theoretical Foundations And Findings From An Exploratory, Qualitative Analysis**  
*Laurel Crown*  
| **221 Social Relationship Variables As Mediators Of The Relationship Between Child Attachment Anxiety And Adolescent Depression In Parentally Bereaved Youth**  
*Erin Schoenfelder, Irwin Sandler, David Mackinnon, Sharlene Wolchik*  
| **230 The Long-Term Effects Of Adverse Childhood Experiences On Subsequent Use Of Illicit Drugs And Alcohol In Young Adulthood: A Prospective Study**  
*Shi Huang, Guillermo Prado, Hilda Pantin*  
| **222 Experiences Of Harassment, Discrimination, Violence, And Drug Use Among Young Men Who Have Sex With Men (YMSM)**  
*Carolyne F Wong, Michele D Kipke, George Weiss*  
| **231 Motivational Interviewing As A Targeted Prevention Approach For Partner Aggression In Emerging Adulthood**  
*Erica M. Woodin, K. Daniel O’Leary*  
| **223 Dimensions Of Alcohol Involvement In Adolescence As Predictors Of Major Depression In Emerging Adulthood**  
*W. Alex Mason, Rick Kosterman, Kevin Haggerty, J. David Hawkins, Cleve Redmond, Richard Spoth, Chungyeol Shin*  
| **232 Effects Of Early Initiation And Adolescent Risk Behavior On Alcohol Abuse And Sexual Risk In Emerging Adulthood**  
*Rick Kosterman, Jungeun Lee, Jennifer Bailey, Karl Hill, J. David Hawkins*  
| **224 An LCA Approach To Parent-Teen Communication And Its Effects On Teen Alcohol Related Behaviors In College**  
*Caitlin Abar, Beau Abar, Robert Turrisi*  
| **233 Connecting To Prevention: Using Online Social Networks To Understand Substance Use Among Young Adults**  
*Sarah Lord*  
| **225 Individual Differences In Alcohol Effects On Physiological Reactivity To Environmental Challenges During Emerging Adulthood**  
*Marsha Bates, Eun Young Mun, Evgeny Vaschillo, Bronya Vaschillo, Paul Lehrer*  
| **234 Relationships Of Family Functioning And Of Personal And Ethnic Identity To High-Risk Behavior**  
*Seib Schwartz, Su Yeong Kim, Russell Raivert, Michael Vernon, Robert Weisshirch, Michelle Williams, Byron Zamoanga*  
| **226 Change In Drinking Motives From Adolescence Through Emerging Adulthood: Examining The Role Of Secondary Motives**  
*Joel Hektner, Cindy Peterson*  
| **235 Suicide Risk And Depression: Trajectories In Emerging Adulthood**  
*Elaine Thompson, Elaine Walsh, Carole Hooven*  
| **227 Prevalence And Correlates Of HIV/AIDS Risk Behaviors And HIV Testing During Early Adulthood: Variation Across Age, Gender, College Status, And Relationship Status**  
*Justin Jager, John Schulenberg, Lloyd Johnston, Patrick O’Malley, Jerald Bachman*  
| **236 Implications Of Violence Exposure For Positive Development Into Emerging Adulthood**  
*Paula Narius, Patricia Russell, Elaine Thompson, Jerald Herting*  
| **228 Intermittent Smokers Among Young Adults: Who Are They?**  
*Debra Bernat, Kathleen Lenk, Peter Rode, Vincent Chen, Jean Forster*  
| **237 Hooking Up And Sexual Risk-Taking Among College Students**  
*Teresa Tsushima, Brandi Geisinger*
Innovative Methods

238 Examining Differences In Patterns Of Tobacco, Alcohol, And Marijuana Use By Gambling Behavior
Bethany Bray, Michael Cleveland, Mark Feinberg, Mark Greenberg

239 Measurement Of Involvement/Engagement In Technical Assistance Relationships To Promote Science-Based Approaches To Teen Pregnancy Prevention
Catherine Lesesne, Diane Green, Kelly Lewis, Jennifer Duffy, Dana Keener, Lisa Whittle, Abraham Wandersman

240 Preventative Behaviors Of Breast Cancer Survivors From Diverse Populations
Heather Anne Law

241 Using Modern Missing Data Methods With Auxiliary Variables To Mitigate The Effects Of Attrition On Statistical Power
John Graham, Linda Collins

242 Attrition In School-Based Prevention Assessment: When Is It A Problem?
Lorrie Schmid

243 Attrition: MAR And MNAR Missingness, And Estimation Bias
John Graham, Lori-Ann Palen, Edward Smith, Linda Caldwell

244 Subtypes Of Gambling Behaviors In The Canadian Population: A Latent Class Approach
Lilian Ghandour, Silvia Martins, Carla Storr

245 The Field Of Dreams Problem: Recruiting And Accruing Participants To Website Interventions
Gill Woodall, David Buller, Mary Buller, Randall Stirling, James Martinez, Aimee Giese, Bryan Giese, Monica Strachan

246 Design Of A Self-Guided Web-Based Intervention To Reduce Alcohol-Exposed Pregnancy Risk
Leigh Tenkku, Mark Mengel, Matthew Hile, Robert Nicholson, Daniel Morris, Tracy Pahls

247 More Than Just Openness: A Multi-Dimensional Measure Of Parent-Child Communication About Alcohol
Jennifer Kam, Michelle Miller-Day

248 Individual Differences In Age And Specialization: An Application Of Discrete Time Survival Analysis
Weiwui Liu, Hanno Petras

249 Psychometrics Of The Assessment Of Liability And Exposure To Substance Use And Antisocial Behavior, In 5 To 9 Year Old Children
Ty Ridenour, Heather Warren, Duncan Clark

250 The Challenges Of Empowering Youth To Mobilize Community-Level Change And To Evaluate The Effects
Thomas Reischl, Jennifer Kaminski, Marc Zimmerman, Daniel Kruger, Susan Morrel-Samuels, Susan Franzen, Everett Roberts

251 Francophone Youth In Minority Context: A Mixed-Methods Approach To Psychosocial Outcomes And Community Characteristics
Marie Drolet, Robert Flynn, Michèle La Roche, Yves Duchesneau

252 Feasibility Of Collecting Biological Samples From College StudentsExiting Bars
Ryan O’Mara, Dennis Thombs, Virginia Dodd, Steven Pokorny, Robert Weiler, Chudley Werch

253 Co-Occurrence Of Depression, Conduct Problems, And Inattention In Young Children Across Settings
Wendy Reinke, Carolyn Webster-Stratton, Keith Herman

254 Profiles Of Risk In Elementary School Children And Adolescents’ Mental Health And Academic Adjustment: A Person-Centered Approach
Carmen Valdez, Sharon Lambert, Nicholas Ialongo, Keith Herman

Epidemiology

255 Psychoactive Substance Consumption Among Inuit Youths Of Nunavik: A School Survey
Chantal Plourde, Natacha Brunelle, Annie Gendron, Michel Landry, Guyon Louise, Celine Mercier
256 Are Risk And Protective Factors Equally Predictive Of Underage Drinking? Advising Washington’s Communities In Selecting Prevention Strategies
Roy Gabriel, Linda Becker, Kevin Campbell, Scott Walker

257 Gender Differences In The Prevalence And Risk Factors Of HIV Infection In South Africa
Sarra Hedden, Damiya Whitaker, Leah Floyd, William Latimer

258 Measurement Of Aggression From 1st Through 3rd Grades In Girls And Boys: The Reliability And Validity Of Teachers’ Reports Of Overt And Relational Aggression
Celestine Drayton, Amy Windham, Jeanne Poduska, C. Hendricks Brown, Sheppard Kellam

259 Adolescent Alcohol Use In A Multicultural Population
Stephanie Nishimura, Deborah Goebert, Earl Hishi
numa

260 Testing The Predictive Validity Of Previously Established Cut-Points For The Risk And Protective Factors Scales Measured In The Communities That Care Youth Survey
John Briney, Michael Arthur, Eric Brown, J. David Hawkins

261 The Impact Of Addictive Internet Use On Drug Abuse Among Adolescents In China: A Mediation Effect Modeling Analysis
Jie Gong, Xinguang Chen

Research, Practice and Policy

262 Partnerships For Policy And Practice A National Action Plan For Perinatal Mental Health
Nicholas Kowalenko, Marie Paule Austin, Bryanne Barnett, Leonie Young, Anne Buist, Belinda Horton

5:30 pm - 7:30 pm

(2-047A) TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS
Pacific D-N

Efficacy Trials

263 Online Parenting Education And Support For New Parents: The Incredible Infants Online Program
Carol Metzler

Epidemiology

264 Online Database For Follow Up Of Alcohol And Alcohol Related Problems In Sweden
Tony Nilsson, Sven Andreasson, Richard Bränström

Innovative Methods

265 New Developments In SAS Procedures For Prevention Research
David Lemmon, Bethany Bray, Stephanie Lanza, John Dziak

266 Withdrawn

7:30 pm - 8:30 pm

(2-048) DIVERSITY NETWORK RECEPTION
Grand Ballroom B
Chairs: Mildred Maldonado-Molina and Guillermo (Willy) Prado
Invited Speakers: Flavio Marsiglia, Velma McBride Murry, Aria Crump, Belinda Sims
Mark Your Calendars!

Society for Prevention Research

17th Annual Meeting

Power of Relationships: Implications for Prevention Science

Hyatt Regency Washington
Washington DC
May 27-29, 2009

Preconference Workshops
May 28, 2009
### Thursday, May 29, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:45 am - 8:00 am</td>
<td><strong>(3-001) FUN RUN/WALK</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom Foyer</em>&lt;br&gt;Organizer: Kevin Haggerty&lt;br&gt;Run or walk for your health! In the spirit of health promotion and prevention, join other prevention scientists for a run or walk. Join us at the Concierge Desk in the hotel lobby at 6:45 am.</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am - 5:00 pm</td>
<td><strong>(3-002) REGISTRATION</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom Foyer</em></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am - 8:30 am</td>
<td><strong>(3-003) CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom Foyer</em></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am - 8:25 am</td>
<td><strong>(3-004) The Federal Grants Process: You Have Questions, We Have Answers</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom B</em>&lt;br&gt;The Federal Grants Process: You Have Questions, We Have Answers After brief introductions and overviews from Federal Institute and Agency staff, attendees will be able to speak with staff in small breakout groups, at tables, for Q&amp;A. The session will focus on the grants process and mechanisms.</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am - 10:00 am</td>
<td><strong>(3-005) PLENARY SESSION II</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom A</em>&lt;br&gt;The Built Environment: Implications for Health and Social Connection&lt;br&gt;Chair: Deborah Gorman-Smith&lt;br&gt;Presenters: Jose Szapocznik, Lawrence Frank and Susan Saegert</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am - 10:15 am</td>
<td><strong>(3-006) MORNING BREAK</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom Foyer</em></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(3-007) PLENARY ROUND TABLE</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom A</em>&lt;br&gt;The Built Environment: Implications for Health and Social Connection&lt;br&gt;Chair: Deborah Gorman-Smith&lt;br&gt;Presenters: Jose Szapocznik, Lawrence Frank and Susan Saegert</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(3-008) ECPN SYMPOSIUM II</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom B</em>&lt;br&gt;Context Matters: Conducting Community-Based Research&lt;br&gt;Chair and Discussant: Philip Graham&lt;br&gt;Community Based Research with Urban Poor Populations&lt;br&gt;A.H. Kral, J. Lorvick, LD Wenger, G. Ayala, F. Spielberg, JL Harris&lt;br&gt;Benefits and Challenges of working with Community Partners to Conduct HIV Prevention Research with Adolescent Female Orphans in Zimbabwe&lt;br&gt;Megan Dunbar&lt;br&gt;Computer Counseling and Self-Testing for HIV Prevention&lt;br&gt;Freya Spielberg, Ann Kurth</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>(3-009) SPR REPLICATION WORKGROUP: The Role of Replication Research in Prevention Science.</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Grand Ballroom C</em>&lt;br&gt;Chair: Jeffrey Valentine&lt;br&gt;Discussant: Patrick Tolan</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:15 am - 11:45 am

(3-010) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium

**Seacliff A**

The Efficacy of School-Based Interventions for Children with Serious Behavior Problems: Outcomes from RCT Studies
Chair: Carl Sumi

267 The Efficacy Of School-Based Interventions For Children With Serious Behavior Problems: Outcomes From RCT Studies
*Carl Sumi, Michelle Woodbridge, Mary Wagner*

268 Prevent-Teach-Reinforce Model: An Evidence-Based Tertiary Behavior Support Process
*Rose Iovannone*

269 Results From The Oregon First Step To Success Behavior Research Center
*Herb Severson, Hill Walker, John Seeley, Jason W. Small, Edward Feil, Loretta Serna, Beth Graham*

270 The Effect Of Teacher, Classroom, And School Context On The Outcomes Of School-Based Interventions For Children With Serious Behavior Problems
*Carl Sumi, Mary Wagner, Michelle Woodbridge*

10:15 am - 11:45 am

(3-011) Context and Prevention, Roundtable

**Seacliff B**

A Dialogue Regarding Cultural Adaptation of Prevention Interventions for Youth
Chair: Felipe Gonzalez Castro

271 A Dialogue Regarding Cultural Adaptation Of Prevention Interventions For Youth
*Lori Holleran Steiker, Felipe Gonzalez Castro, Karol Kumpfer, Flavio Francisco Marsiglia, Laura Moon Hopson, Stephanie Coard*

10:15 am - 11:45 am

(3-012) Emerging Adulthood, Organized Paper Symposium

**Seacliff C**

Risk and Resilience to Major Mental Health Problems in Emerging Adulthood: Considering Individual and Contextual Resources
Chair: Daria K. Boeninger

272 Risk And Resilience To Major Mental Health Problems In Emerging Adulthood: Considering Individual And Contextual Resources
Discussant: Katherine E. Masyn

273 Suicidal Thoughts And Behavior In Adolescence And Emerging Adulthood: The Roles Of Community, Friend, Family, And Personal Resources
*Daria K. Boeninger, Rand D. Conger, Shannon J. Dogan, Monica J. Martin, Keith F. Widaman*

274 Family, Community, Peer, And Personal Resources Predict Disorder During Adolescence And Emerging Adulthood
*Jessica S. Milne-Kahn, Rand D. Conger, Daria K. Boeninger, Shannon J. Dogan, Monica J. Martin, Keith F. Widaman*

275 Antecedents, Dynamics, And Prevalence Of DSM-Classified Psychiatric Disorders Throughout Emerging Adulthood In A Community Sample
*Gary D. Stockdale, Rand D. Conger, Jessica S. Milne-Kahn, Daria K. Boeninger, Shannon J. Dogan, Monica J. Martin, Keith F. Widaman*

10:15 am - 11:45 am

(3-013) Innovative Methods, Organized Paper Symposium

**Seacliff D**

Individual and Contextual Differences in Treatment Effects: New Methodologies for Experimental and Observational Research
Chair: Joseph Schafer

276 Individual And Contextual Differences In Treatment Effects: New Methodologies For Experimental And Observational Research
Discussant: Elizabeth Stuart

277 Marginal Causal Modeling When The Treatment Is Measured With Error
*Joseph Kang, Joseph Schafer*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location/Talkroom</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-013</td>
<td>Lessons Learned From Two Randomized Community Prevention Trials: Star And Step</td>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Garden Room A</td>
<td>Mary Anne Pentz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-014</td>
<td>The Role of Culture, Ethnicity and Health Disparities in Prevention Research</td>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-015</td>
<td>Dissemination, Organized Paper Symposium</td>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Bayview B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-016</td>
<td>Effectiveness Trials, Grouped Papers</td>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Garden Room A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-017</td>
<td>Etiology, Grouped Papers</td>
<td>10:15 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Garden Room B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bayview A**

278 Variable Selection For Tailoring Treatment
*Susan A. Murphy, Lacey Gunter, Ji Zhu*

279 Causal Effect Moderation With Application To Level Of Care Matching For Adolescent Substance Abuse Treatment
*Daniel Almirall, Daniel Mccaffrey, Andrew Morral*

**10:15 am - 11:45 am**

281 Effects Of The Bridges To High School Program / Puentes A La Secundaria
*Nancy A. Gonzales, Larry Dumka, Roger Millsap, Darya Bonds, Soyoung Lee, Miguelina Germán, Lorey Wheeler, Su Yeong Kim, Anne Mauricio, Francesca Carpenter*

282 Predictors Of Parenting In Mexican American Mothers And Fathers Of Adolescents
*Darya Bonds, Nancy A. Gonzales, Larry Dumka, Miguelina Germán, Roger Millsap*

283 Parenting, Cultural Orientation, Gender And The Academic Performance Of Mexican Origin Adolescents
*Larry Dumka, Nancy A. Gonzales, Darya Bonds, Roger Millsap*

**Bayview B**

280 Bridges To High School/Puentes A La Secundaria
*Discussant: Charles Martinez*

284 Community Prevention In Context
*Discussant: Wilson Compton*

285 Lessons Learned From Two Randomized Community Prevention Trials: Star And Step
*Mary Anne Pentz*

286 The Untapped Potential Power Of Community-Based Prevention
*Mark Greenberg*

287 Progress And Lessons From The Community Youth Development Study
*J. David Hawkins*

288 Impact Evaluation Of The Parent Corps Substance Use Prevention Program Targeting Adolescents
*Olivia Asley, Jennifer Gard, Michael Penne, Karl Baum*

289 Is The Message Coming Through? Media Advocacy In Six Swedish Communities – Result From Four Years Of Media Surveillance
*Richard Branstrom, Sven Andreasson*

290 Effects Of Beverage Alcohol Price And Tax Levels On Traffic Crash Rates: A Meta-Analysis
*Alexander Wagenaar*

**Bayview A**

280 Bridges To High School/Puentes A La Secundaria
*Discussant: Charles Martinez*

281 Effects Of The Bridges To High School Program / Puentes A La Secundaria
*Nancy A. Gonzales, Larry Dumka, Roger Millsap, Darya Bonds, Soyoung Lee, Miguelina Germán, Lorey Wheeler, Su Yeong Kim, Anne Mauricio, Francesca Carpenter*

282 Predictors Of Parenting In Mexican American Mothers And Fathers Of Adolescents
*Darya Bonds, Nancy A. Gonzales, Larry Dumka, Miguelina Germán, Roger Millsap*

283 Parenting, Cultural Orientation, Gender And The Academic Performance Of Mexican Origin Adolescents
*Larry Dumka, Nancy A. Gonzales, Darya Bonds, Roger Millsap*

284 Community Prevention In Context
*Discussant: Wilson Compton*

285 Lessons Learned From Two Randomized Community Prevention Trials: Star And Step
*Mary Anne Pentz*

286 The Untapped Potential Power Of Community-Based Prevention
*Mark Greenberg*

287 Progress And Lessons From The Community Youth Development Study
*J. David Hawkins*
292 Affective, Behavioral And Cognitive Dysregulation And Drug Use From Childhood To Adolescence: A Longitudinal Study
*Ada Mezzich, Levent Kirisci, Ralph Tarver, Bang-Shiub Day, Tj Ridenour, Michael Vanyukov, Galina Kirillova*

293 Fostering Resilience In Homeless Children: The Role Of Effortful Control
*Jelena Obradovic, Ann Masten*

### 10:15 am - 11:45 am

#### (3-018) Context and Prevention, Organized Paper Symposium

*Pacific BC*

Intervention Fidelity and Traditional Practice for School-Based Prevention Programs: the Social and Character Development Randomized Trial
Chair: *Greta Massetti*

294 Intervention Fidelity And Traditional Practice For School-Based Prevention Programs: The Social And Character Development Randomized Trial
Discussant: *Celene Domitrovich*

295 Use Of Behavior Management Strategies By Teachers: Fidelity And Implementation Of The ABC Program
*Greta Massetti, William Pelham, Daniel Waschbusch*

296 Assessing Social And Character Development Practices In The Multi-Program Evaluation
*Tamara Haegerich, John Burghardt, Karen Needels, Peter Schochet*

297 Alternative Measures Of Implementation In An Experimental Study Of Elementary School Social Skills Instruction
*Gary D. Gottfredson, Joseph Nese, Allison Nebbargall, Fortune Shaw*

#### 11:45 am - 1:15 pm

#### (3-019) LUNCH ON YOUR OWN

#### 1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

#### (3-020) SLOBODA AND BUKOSKI SPR CUP COMPETITION, TEAM PRESENTATIONS

*Grand Ballroom A*

Chair: *J. Mark Eddy and Charles Martinez*  
Judges: *David Henry, Zili Sloboda, Felipe Gonzalez Castro, Patti Chamberlain*  
Team One - *The Prevention Fellows, Prevention Research Center, College of Health and Human Development, The Pennsylvania State University: Melissa Tibbits, (captain), Michael Cleveland, Monique Faulk, Joche Gayles, and Amy Syvertsen.*  
Team Two - *The Prevention Research Center Post-Docs, Prevention Research Center, School of Public Health University of California: Sharon Lipperman-Kreda, (captain), Bettina Friese, Sarah Taylor, Travis Satterlund, and Luke J. Bergmann*

#### 1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

#### (3-021) Context and Prevention – Cross-Context, Organized Paper Symposium

*Grand Ballroom B*

Pathways of Adolescent Risk and Resilience Into Adulthood
Chair: *Shannon Dogan*

298 Pathways Of Adolescent Risk And Resilience Into Adulthood
*Shannon Dogan*

299 Contextual And Individual Influences On Depressive Symptomology, Delinquency, And Work Competence From Adolescence Through Emerging Adulthood
*Shannon Dogan, Monica Martin, Daria Boeninger, Rand Conger, Keith Widaman, Betsy Feldman*

300 Contextual And Individual Influences On Trajectories Of Self Esteem And Mastery From Adolescence Through Emerging Adulthood
*Daria K. Boeninger, Shannon J. Dogan, Monica J. Martin, Rand D. Conger, Keith F. Widaman, Young I. Cho, Betsy J. Feldman*

301 Adolescence To Adulthood: From A Period Of Risk To A Period Of Recovery
*Rand Conger, Daria Boeninger, Shannon Dogan, Monica Martin, Keith Widaman*
### 1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

**(3-022) Context and Prevention – Broad Society, Media, Roundtable**

*Grand Ballroom C*

**Context and Beyond: NIH Priorities for Prevention Research**

Chair: Belinda Sims

302 Context And Beyond: NIH Priorities For Prevention Research

Discussants: Aria Crump, Marcia Scott, Susan Newcomer, Bob Vollinger, Amy Goldstein, Leshawndra Price, Courtney Ferrell, Cynthia Grossman, Cathy Backinger

### 1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

**(3-023) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium**

*Seacliff A*

**Findings from the Community Youth Development Study After 4 Years of the Communities That Care Intervention**

Chair: Michael Arthur

303 Findings From The Community Youth Development Study After 4 Years Of The Communities That Care Intervention

Discussant: Craig Povey

304 Differential Intervention Effects Of Communities That Care On Delaying And Reducing Delinquent Behavior And Substance Use In The Community Youth Development Study

_Sabrina Oesterle, Eric Brown, Michael Arthur, J. David Hawkins_

305 Communities That Care Implementation In The Community Youth Development Study

_Koren Hanson, Abigail Fagan, Michael Arthur, J. David Hawkins_

306 Prevention Service System Transformation In The Community Youth Development Study

_Eric Brown, John Briney, Michael Arthur, J. David Hawkins_

### 1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

**(3-024) Research, Policy and Practice, Roundtable**

*Seacliff B*

**Partnerships for Success: An innovative, community-based strategy for adopting and sustaining evidence-based practices**

Chair: Suzanne Kerns

307 Partnerships For Success: An Innovative, Community-Based Strategy For Adopting And Sustaining Evidence-Based Practices

Discussants: David Julian, Albert Neff, Andrea Parrish, Eric Bruns, Melissa Ross

**(3-025) Withdrawn**

### 1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

**(3-026) Innovative Methods, Organized Paper Symposium**

*Seacliff D*

**Indicators, Covariates, and Distal Outcomes in Mixture Modeling**

Chair: Katherine Maysn

308 Indicators, Covariates, And Distal Outcomes In Mixture Modeling

Discussant: Nicholas Ialongo

309 Covariates And Mixture Modeling: Results Of A Simulation Study Exploring The Impact Of Misspecified Covariate Effects

Karen Nylund, Katherine Maysn

310 When Good Analyses Go Bad: Treating Class Membership As An Observed Variable

Shaunna Clark, Bengt Muthen

311 Latent Class Pattern Mixture Modeling Accomodates Post-Treatment Institutionalization In An RCT Of Adolescent Substance Abuse Treatment

Craig Henderson, Paul Greenbaum, Gayle Dakof, Cindy Rowe, Howard Liddle
1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(3-027) Context and Prevention – Neighborhood, Individual, Organized Paper Symposium

Bayview A

Progress And Pitfalls In The Development Of Preventive Interventions For Low-Income Urban Children And Adolescents
Chair: Kathryn Grant

312 Progress And Pitfalls In The Development Of Preventive Interventions For Low-Income Urban Children And Adolescents
Discussant: Edward Seidman

313 The Utility Of Universal Preventive Interventions For Urban And Low Income Children And Adolescents
Sharon Lambert, Keith Herman, Nicholas Ialongo

314 Proximal Effects Of The Safe Children Booster Preventive Intervention
Patrick Tolan, Deborah Gorman-Smith, David Henry, Michael Schoeny

315 Preventing Depression In Low-Income Urban Youth
Esteban Cardemil

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(3-028) Effectiveness Trials, Organized Paper Symposium

Bayview B

A National Effectiveness Trial Within the Context of Head Start: Head Start Program Enhancement Research
Chair: Lauren Supplee

316 A National Effectiveness Trial Within The Context Of Head Start: Head Start Program Enhancement Research
Discussant: Deborah Gorman-Smith

317 Head Start: Contextual Considerations For A National Effectiveness Trial
Lauren Supplee

318 Design Of Implementation And Impact Evaluation Of The Head Start Program Enhancement Research
Pamela Morris

319 Contributions Of The Head Start Program Enhancement Research Project To Prevention Science
Hirokazu Yoshikawa

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(3-029) Dissemination, Organized Paper Symposium

Garden Room A

Building Capacity To Promote Evidence-Based Programs and Policies
Chair: Richard Puddy

320 Building Capacity To Promote Evidence-Based Programs And Policies
Discussant: Janet Saul

321 The Interactive Systems Framework For Dissemination And Implementation
Richard Puddy

322 National Initiative To Promote A Culture Of Evidence
Sandra Alexander

323 What Being Evidence-Based Looks Like On The Ground
Lori Friedman

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(3-030) Context and Prevention – Broad Society, Media, Grouped Papers

Garden Room B

Context and Prevention: Substance Abuse
Chair: Carl Maas

324 Longitudinal Effects Of The National Arts And Youth Demonstration Project: Phase II
Robin Wright, Giovani Burgos

325 Internet-Based Preadolescent Substance Use Prevention
Jennifer Warren, Michelle Allen, Kolawole Okuyemi, Lynette Kvasny, Michael Hecht

Scott Clair, Max Guyll, Cleve Redmond, Richard Spoth
334 Preventing Depression In At-Risk Adolescents: Rationale, Design, & Preliminary Results
**Judy Garber**, Tracy Gladstone, V. Robin Weersing, Greg Clarke, David Brent, William Beardslee, Lynn Debar, Steven Hollon

335 Recent Findings On Interpersonal Psychotherapy-Adolescent Skills Training (IPT-AST)
**Jami Young**

336 Preventing Depression In At-Risk Adolescents: Moderators Of Outcome At 8 Months
**V. Weersing**, Judy Garber, Tracy Gladstone, David Brent, William Beardslee, Greg Clarke, Steven Hollon, Lynn Debar

337 Depression Prevention: Are We There Yet? Results Of A Meta-Analysis Of Depression Prevention Programs
**Sally Merry**, Sarah Hetrick, Heather Medowell, Juliet Bir

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(3-031) Context and Prevention – School, Peer, Organized Paper Symposium

*Pacific BC*

Science Migration of School-Based Strategies to Afterschool Programs: Lessons Learned in Settings-Level Change
Chair: *Emilie Smith*

327 Science Migration Of School-Based Strategies To Afterschool Programs: Lessons Learned In Settings-Level Change
Discussant: *Sheppard Kellam*

328 Measuring Quality Through Observations In After-School Programs For Children
**Elizabeth Grisa**, Daniel Perkins

329 Integrating Two Evidence-Based Universal Interventions: The Paths To Pax Program
*Celene Domitrovich*, Nicholas Ialongo, Dennis Embry, Mark Greenberg

330 The Role Of Capacity In Settings-Level Change
**Emilie Smith**, Sharon Childs, Lavona Gorham

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm

(3-032) Efficacy Trials, Organized Poster Forum

*Pacific O*

Research on the Prevention of Depression
Chair: *Irwin Sandler*

331 Research On The Prevention Of Depression
Discussant: *Ricardo Munoz*

332 Mediation Of Six-Year Outcomes Of The Family Bereavement Program
**Jenn-Yun Tein**, Irwin Sandler, Tim Ayers, Sharlene Wolchik

333 Impact Of The Family Bereavement Program On Child And Caregiver Depression Six Years Later
**Tim Ayers**, Jenn-Yun Tein, Erin Schoenfelder, Irwin Sandler, Sharlene Wolchik

2:45 pm - 3:00 pm

(3-033) AFTERNOON BREAK

Grand Ballroom Foyer

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

(3-034) Context and Prevention – Neighborhood, Individual, Organized Paper Symposium

*Grand Ballroom A*

Violence Prevention through Housing Relocation Initiatives
Chair: *Jacqueline Cohen*

338 Violence Prevention Through Housing Relocation Initiatives
**Jacqueline Cohen**

339 Impact Of Housing Relocation Initiatives On Community Violence Levels
**Jacqueline Cohen**, Wilpen Gorr

340 Influence Of Neighborhood Disadvantage On The Shape Of The Age-Crime Curve
**Anthony Fabio**, Li-Chuan (Charlotte) Tu, Jacqueline Cohen
### 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

#### (3-035) Emerging Adulthood, Invited Symposium  
**Bayview B**

**Does Emerging Adulthood Matter?**
Chair: John Schulenberg  
Presenters: John Schulenberg, Thomas J. Dishion, Justin O. Jager, and Jennifer Maggs

#### (3-036) Research, Policy and Practice, Roundtable  
**Grand Ballroom C**

**342 Indicated Prevention In Europe And US: Common Ways Ahead?**
Chair: Zili Sloboda  
Discussants: Joerg Fegert, Gregor Burkhart, Ralph Tarter, Patricia Conrod, Estrella Romero Trinães, Zili Sloboda

#### (3-037) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium  
**Seacliff A**

**Can You Sit Still and Raise Your Hand?: Self-Regulation as a Focus for School Readiness Interventions**
Chair: Katherine Pears

**343 Can You Sit Still And Raise Your Hand?: Self-Regulation As A Focus For School Readiness Interventions**
*Katherine Pears*, Elizabeth Ginexi

**344 Children's Self-Regulation And School Readiness: How “Touching Your Toes” Predicts School Success**
*Megan Mclelland*, Claire Ponitz

**345 Early Family Preventive Intervention And School Readiness In Children At Risk**
*Erika Lunkenheimer*, Thomas Dishion, Daniel Shaw, Arin Connell, Frances Gardner, Melvin Wilson, Emily Skuban

#### (3-038) CDC Invited Symposium  
**Seacliff B**

The public health approach to the prevention of HIV/AIDS, violence, and smoking: Surveillance, program evaluation, and dissemination activities at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
*Rodney Hammond Amy Lansky, Janet Saul, Tamara Haegerich*

#### (3-039) Emerging Adulthood, Organized Paper Symposium  
**Seacliff C**

**347 Preventing Crime In Early Adulthood**
Chair: Deborah Capaldi

**348 The Influence Of Close Social Relationships On Crime Continuity And Change In The Decade Of The 20s**
*Deborah Capaldi*, Hyoun K. Kim, Lee Owen

**349 The Relationship Between Developmental Trajectories Of Antisocial Behavior And Adult Outcomes For Men And Women**
*Mark Eddy*, Bert Burraston, Deborah Capaldi, Charles Martinez, John Reid, Michael Stoolmiller

**350 Implications Of Developmental Trajectories Of High Risk Inner-City Males Through Delinquency For Prevention**
*Patrick H. Tolan*, Deborah Gorman-Smith, Michael Schoeny

#### (3-040) Innovative Methods, Organized Paper Symposium  
**Seacliff D**

**Methods For Retaining All Individuals In Propensity Score Matching: Theory And Application Of Full Matching**
Chair: Elizabeth Stuart
351 Methods For Retaining All Individuals In Propensity Score Matching: Theory And Application Of Full Matching
Discussant: Joseph Schafer

352 The Effect Of Adolescent Maltreatment On Subsequent Use Of Alcohol And Other Drugs
Kimberly Henry, Terence Thornberry

353 Comparing Full Matching To Other Propensity Score Techniques In Estimating The Long-Term Socioeconomic And Drug Consequences Of Adolescent Marijuana Use In A Community Cohort Of Urban African Americans
Kerry Green, Elizabeth Stuart

354 Using Propensity Score Full Matching To Estimate Causal Effects: Motivation And Method
Elizabeth Stuart

355 Effect Of Survey Administration Mode On Self-Reported Tobacco Use Among Youth
Vincent Chen, Jean Forster

356 Measuring Context-Specific And Cross-Contextual Components Of Problem Behavior
Levent Dumenci, Thomas Achenbach, Michael Windle

357 A Propensity Score Approach For Modeling Attrition In Prevention Programs: The Case Of The Chicago Longitudinal Study
Irma Arteaga, Arthur Reynolds, Judy Temple

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

(3-043) Context and Prevention – Neighborhood, Individual, Grouped Papers
Garden Room B
Context and Prevention
Chair: Joel Grube

358 Contextual And Individual-Level Predictors Of Abused Children's Reentry Into Out-Of-Home Care: A Multilevel Mixture Survival Analysis
Svetlana Yampolskaya, Paul Greenbaum, Amy Vargo, Mary Armstrong

359 The Longitudinal Effects Of Parents’ Reactions To Children's Negative Emotions In Chinese Families
Annie Tao, Qing Zhou, Yun Wang

360 A Participatory Approach To Using Intervention Mapping For Developing Multi-Level Health Interventions
Selena Youmans, Giselle Corbie-Smith, Connie Blumenthal, Babby Banks, Aletha Akers, Barbara Council, Melvin Muhammad, Don Cavellini

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

(3-044) Efficacy Trials, Grouped Papers
Pacific BC
Adolescent Substance Use Prevention
Chair: Debbie Gross

361 Short-Term Impacts Of The 5th Grade Version Of The Keepin' Real Substance Use Prevention Intervention
Michael Hecht, Elvira Elek, David Wagstaff, Jennifer Kam, Flavio Marsiglia, Patricia Dustman, Leslie Reeves, Mary Harthun

362 A Cluster Randomized Trial Of A School-Based Program To Reduce Multiple Problem Behaviors Among Adolescents
David Wolfe, Claire Crooks, Debbie Chioldo

363 Efficacy Of An Online Alcohol And Other Drug Prevention Program For Early Adolescents
Sarah Lord, Kimberly Trudeau, Karen Clements


3:00 pm - 7:30 pm

(3-045) Context and Prevention – School, Peer, Organized
Poster Forum

Pacific O

Setting And Relationship Moderators Of The Effectiveness Of School-Based Mentoring
Chair: Michael Karcher

364 Setting And Relationship Moderators Of The Effectiveness Of School-Based Mentoring
Michael Karcher

365 Multilevel Modeling Of Setting-Level Program Staff Contributions To School-Based Mentoring Program Effectiveness
Michael Karcher

366 Changes In Student Depression And Aggression Vary With Nature And Context Of School-Based Mentoring Relationships
Tom Keller, Julia Pryce, Kevin Jones

367 Match Relationship Quality And Academic Improvement
Michael Nakkula

367A Relationship Quality And The Mentoring Of Aggressive, High-Risk Children
Timothy Cavell

4:45 pm - 5:30 pm

(3-046) AWARDS RECEPTION & PRESENTATION
Grand Ballroom Foyer/B

5:30 pm - 7:30 pm

(3-047) POSTER SESSION II AND RECEPTION
Pacific D - N

Context and Prevention

368 The Effects Of Contextual Factors Of Shelters On Risk Behavior Of Youth Residing In New York City Family Shelters
Nisha Beharie, William Bannon, Mary McKay, Angela Paulino, Ervin Torres, Rita Lawrence, Kerby Jean, Ana Miranda, Aida Ortiz, Rhina Paulino, Anita Rivera-Rodriguez

Context and Prevention – Broad Society, Media

369 Beyond “Are You Safe Or Are You Clean?”: The Context Of Disclosure Of Hiv & Other STDs In Non-Gay Identified Msm
Cady Berkel, Rachel Kachur, Jen Keagy

Context and Prevention – Neighborhood, Individual

370 A Prospective Study Of Cumulative Risk, Emotion Regulation Skill, And Aggression In Urban Youth
Wendy Kliewer, Kathryn Reid-Quinones, Kimberly Goodman, Ashley Dibble, Margaret Ray

371 The Role Of Group Context On Skills Building In An Indicated Prevention Program
Jerald Herting

372 The Structure Of Self-Reported Problem Behaviors Among African American Adolescents
Aashir Nasim, Maya Corneille

373 The Buffering Effect Of Non-Parental Adults In The Lives Of Adolescents
Carrie Rishel

374 Family Contextual Factors In A Rural Community Corrections-Involved Population
Lew Bank, Bowen Mcbeath

375 A Mediated Moderation Model Of Risky Sex Behaviors Among African American Adolescents
Jessica Johnson, Aashir Nasim, Faye Belgrave
Context and Prevention – School, Peer

*Julia Gallegos*, S. Beretvas, Sylvia Linan-Thompson

377 Factors Influencing The Trajectory Of School Bonding Among Middle-School Students
*Melissa Lippold*, Jenny Oelsner, Mark Greenberg

378 Predicting Peer Victimization: Physical Appearance, Athletic Competence, And Gender
*Allison R. Harris*, L. Christian Elledge, Kenya T. Malcolm, Rebecca A. Newgent, Timothy A. Cavell

379 Peer Network Position Of Prosper Intervention Participants
*Kelly Rulison*, Wayne Osgood, Mark Feinberg

380 Gender Differences In Internal Factors Influencing Effective Nonviolent Behavior And Aggression In Peer Situations
*Annie Bettencourt*, Sally Mays, Albert Farrell

381 Innovative Measures Of Classroom Context For Prevention Research In Middle School
*Celene Domitrovich*, Amy Syvertsen, Linda Jacobson, Jennifer Glenn, Mark Greenberg

382 Predicting Retention Of Implementers Of A School-Based Prevention Program: The Role Of Competence And Context
*Wendi Cross*, Jennifer West, Peter Wyman, Karen Schmeelk-Cone

383 Peer Group Aggression As A Moderator Of Childhood Experiences In The Prediction Of Romantic Emotional Abuse
*Wendy Ellis*, David Wolfe

384 Stop To Think: Psycho-Educational Intervention To Delay The Onset Of Alcohol Use– Description Of The Components Of Alcohol Use/Abuse Prevention Integrated In The Curriculum Of A Public School (7th Grade) From Coimbra – Portugal.
*Teresa Barroso*, Aida Mendes, António Barbosa

385 Adolescent Friendship: The Anti-Drug?
*Amy Syvertsen*, Constance Flanagan, Michael Stout

386 Teacher Participation In A Classroom-Based, Multi-Dimensional Preventative Intervention For Preschoolers
*Courtney Baker*, Mary Ellen Voegler-Lee, Janis Kupersmidt, David Arnold

387 Deviant Peers And Depression: Risk Factors For Adolescent Suicidal Ideation
*Rupa Puri*, Sharon Lambert, Nicholas Ialongo

388 Illinois Reading First Case Study Of Best Practices
*Melissa Clements*

389 Sport Participation, Subjective Experience, And Adolescent Functioning: More Is Not Always Better
*Jochebed Gayles*, Monique Faulk, J. Coatsworth

390 Factors Predicting Tutors’ Success And Retention In An Academic Enrichment Program For Middle School Students
*Brittany Rhoades*, Carla Herrera, Jennifer Mcmaken

391 A Social-Cognitive Model Of Aggression And Violent Intentions Among Rural Youth
*Schuyler Berman*, Randall Swaim

392 Prospective Association Of Smoking And Social Behaviors Among Youth: Results From The Macc Study
*Darin Erickson*, Charu Mathur, Peter Rode, Jean Forster

393 Structural Factors Associated With Longer Match Length In School-Based Mentoring
*Jennifer Mcmaken*, Carla Herrera, Tina Kauf

394 Anxiety Sensitivity And Rejection Sensitivity As Vulnerabilities To Peer Victimization In Childhood
*Chad Parsons*, L. Christian Elledge, Timothy Cavell, Rebecca A. Newgent, Caira Daugherty

395 The Influence Of School Tobacco Policy On Adolescents’ Cigarette Smoking Behaviors: Results From Multilevel Analysis
*Sharon Lipperman-Kreda*, Mallie J. Paschall, Joel Grube
The Role of Culture, Ethnicity and Health Disparities in Prevention Research

396 Racial Differences In College Drinking: Examining The Role Of Beliefs For Future Prevention Strategies
Loraine Devos-Comby, James Lange

397 Relationship Of Alcohol Use Trajectory Classes With High Risk Behaviors Among Urban, Low-Income Young Adolescents: Examination Of Ethnic And Gender Differences.
Kelli Komro, Amy Tobler, Mildred Maldonado-Molina

398 Alcohol And Other Drug Use In Nunavik Communities: Youth, Parents, Leaders And Elders Points Of View.
Natacha Brunelle, Chantal Plourde, Stephanie Eveno, Celine Mercier, Michel Landry, Louise Guyon

399 The Relative Importance Of Preventative Health Behaviors Among Women Of Lower Socioeconomic Status
Jeff Temple, Abbey Berenson, Carmen Radecki Breitkopf

400 Suicide Among African American Youth: A Path Analytic Approach
Monika Black

401 Sexual Activity, AISs Knowledge, And Condom Use Self-Efficacy Among HIV Positive And Negative Ethnically Diverse Women Aged 50 And Older
Lekeisha Sumner, Rotrease Regan, Gail Wyatt

402 Thizzin’—Ecstasy Use Contexts And Emergent Social Meanings
Juliet Lee, Robynn Battle, Brian Soller

403 Promoting Healthy Youth Development In The Hmong Community
Laurie Meschke, Aditi Ashir, Barbara Pinto

404 Ethnic-Racial Socialization In The Family Context
Miwa Yasui, Tom Dishion

405 The Effects Of Cultural And Family-Level Factors On Marijuana Use And Risky Sexual Behavior Among Criminally-Involved Adolescents
Kathryn Stoddard, Katy Seals, Benjamin Coats, Sarah Schmiege, Angela Bryan

406 Influences Of Power And Gender On Condom Negotiation And Use
Michelle Broaddus, Sarah Schmiege, Angela Bryan

407 Racial And Ethnic Disparities In Access To Mental Health Services By Maltreated Children: The Mediating Role Of Caregiving Experience
Sunny Shin

408 Family And School Obesity Prevention For Preschoolers Living In Low-Income, Urban Communities
Spring Dawson-Mcclure, Laurie Miller Brotman, Amanda Rosenfelt, Esther Calzada, Rachelle Theise, Stephanie Miller, Andras Szeles

409 A Latent Class Analysis Of Substance Use And Sexual Behavior Typologies In Adolescence
Christian Connell, Tamika Gilreath, Nathan Hansen

410 Assertiveness And Condom Negotiation Efficacy As Predictors Of Condom Use Intent Among African American College Women In Relationships.
Angela Fitzgerald, Karen Egins, Cynthia Antezana-Rivas, Faye Belgrave

411 Attitudes Towards Peer Intervention In Substance Use Among Mexican Heritage Adolescents
Elvira Elek

412 Addressing Health Disparities In The Rural South: Potential Difficulties Implementing Targeted Programs
Stacey Lloyd, Selena Youmans, Melvin Muhammad, Giselle Corbie-Smith, Connie Blumenthal, Barbara Council, Adaora Adimora, Mysha Wynn

413 Risk And Protective Factors Of Micronesian Youth In Hawaii: An Exploratory Study
Davis Relhuber, Scott Okamoto, Mari Ushiroma, Tui Lauilefue, Ophelia Ongalibang

414 Discrepancy Of Youth And Parent Endorsement Of Individualism/Collectivism And Delinquency
Thao Le, Idean Ettekal

415 Addressing Youth Violence Prevention Through A High School Ethnic Studies Course: A Study By The Asian/Pacific Islander Youth Violence Prevention Center
Jeanelle Sugimoto, Earl Hisbinuma
416 Behavioral Interventions For Minority Adolescent Women
Jane Dimmitt Champion

417 Parental Expressivity In Chinese Families: Longitudinal Relations With Children's Coping And Adjustment Problems
Stephen Chen, Qing Zhou, Yun Wang

418 Ethnic Identity And Risk Behaviors
Khadijatou Ndiaye, Michael Hecht, Mataki Matsunaga, Elvira Elek

419 Cultural Competence In Juvenile Justice Evidenced-Based Practice: Results From A Needs Assessment In A Latino Community
Sarah Cusworth Walker, Eric Trupin, Eric Janson

**Effectiveness Trials**

420 Mom And Dad Count In Prevention Program For Children With Behavioral Difficulties
Therese Bernard, Pierrette Verlaan, France Capuano

421 Validation And Reliability Of The Processes Of Resistance Scale For Alcohol Prevention In A Sample Of Middle School Adolescents
Michael Ricci, Wayne Velicer, Colleen Redding, Andrea Pavia, Kathy Meier, Karin Oatley, Caitlin Burditt, James Prochaska

422 Positive Behavior Support In School; A Large-Scale Longitudinal Effectiveness Study Of The School-Wide Pals Model
Mari-Anne Sørlie, Ageir R. Olseth

423 Validation And Reliability Of The Processes Of Resistance Scale For Smoking Prevention In Middle School Adolescents
Caitlin Burditt, Wayne Velicer, Colleen Redding, Andrea Pavia, Kathy Meier, Karin Oatley, Michael Ricci, James Prochaska

424 Processes Of Prevention For Smoking In Middle School Adolescents
Colleen Redding, Wayne Velicer, Andrea Pavia, Kathy Meier, Karin Oatley, Caitlin Burditt, Michael Ricci, James Prochaska

425 Processes Of Prevention For Alcohol Use In Middle School Adolescents
Colleen Redding, Wayne Velicer, Andrea Pavia, Kathy Meier, Karin Oatley, Caitlin Burditt, Michael Ricci, James Prochaska

426 Effectiveness Of A Disseminated Health Promotion & Harm Reduction Program For Young Women High School Athletes
Diane Elliot, Linn Goldberg, Esther Moe, Melissa Durham, Wendy McGinnis, Carol DeFrancesco, Elizabeth Opsahl

427 Evaluating The Effectiveness Of Read Well Kindergarten
Barbara Gunn, Keith Smolkowski

428 An Independent Replication Of The Incredible Years Classroom Management Teacher Training Program In Head Start
Stephanie Shepard, Greta Doctoroff, Susan Dickstein, Ronald Seifer

429 Preliminary Results From The Healthsmart Evaluation
Lisa Russell, Susan Potter, Jill Glassman, Pamela Anderson

430 Evaluation Of The ySTART™ Addiction Program
Cori Beskow

431 Single Session Psychological Debriefing Effects On Ptsd Symptoms In First Responders After A Critical Event: A Meta-Analysis
L. Gray Wighton

**Efficacy Trials**

432 Parents Who Care: Effects On Changes In Observed Parenting Over 2 Years
Kevin Haggerty, Martie Skinner, Elizabeth Mackenzie

433 A Peer-Led Prevention Program Delivered To A Predominately Hispanic High School
Valerie Johnson, Robert Pandina, Brenna Bry

434 The Development Of Social And Emotional Competence In Preschool Aged Children: An Introduction To The Fun Friends Program
Kristine Pahl, Paula Barrett
435 Moderators Of The Effectiveness Of An HIV/STD Intervention With Adolescents In Detention  
Sarah Schmieg, Lynette Smith, Michelle Broadus, Angela Bryan

436 Step-By-Step: Three-Year Follow-Up Of A Randomized Controlled Trial Of A Swedish Version Of The Strengthening Families Program  
Eva Skarstrand, Hakan Kallmen, Sven Andreasson

437 Reducing Recidivism In Adolescents On Probation Using A Cognitive Intervention And Cell Phone Follow-Up Program: Results From The Real Victory Research Project  
Bert Burraston, Stephen Bahr, David Cherrington, Stephen Liddle, Joshua Osborne

438 Involvement Or Satisfaction Of Participants In A Parent-Training Program: What Matters?  
Marie-Josée Letarte, Sylvie Normandeau, Julie Allard

439 The Impact Of A Preschool Intervention On Children’s Academic Functioning At First Grade  
Harshini Shah, Celene Domitrovich, Linda Jacobson, Mark Greenberg

440 Girls In Foster Care: A Randomized Prevention Trial Reducing Behavior Problems And Depression During The Transition To Middle School  
Leslie Leve, David Kerr, Patricia Chamberlain

441 A Cace Model Analysis Of Outcomes From A Strengthening Families Program (SFP) For Coas.  
Eugene Maguin, Thomas Nochajski, David J. De Wit, Andrew Safyer

442 The Protective Shield Effects Of Partnership-Based Universal Intervention: Long-Term Illicit Substance Use Outcomes And Public Health Significance  
Richard Spoth, Max Guyll, Chungyeol Shin

443 Long-Term Effects On Behavioral Outcomes For Parentally Bereaved Families  
Michelle Little, Tim Ayers, Jenn-Yun Tein, Irwin Sandler, Sharlene A. Wolchik

444 Preventing Risk For Obesity By Promoting Self-Regulation And Decision-Making Skills: Pilot Results From The Pathways Program  
Nathaniel Riggs, Mary Ann Pentz, Kari-Lyn Kobayakawa

445 Pathways: A Randomized Study Of A School-Based Curriculum For Childhood Obesity Prevention  
Mary Ann Pentz, Nathaniel Riggs, Mark Greenberg, Donna Spruijt-Metz, Kim Reynolds

446 Crossroads: Cooperative High School Drug Prevention  
David Wyrick, Melodie Fearnlow-Kenney, Rebecca Caldwell

447 Maternal Relationship Security As A Moderator Of Home Visiting Impact  
Elizabeth Mcfarlane, Lori Burrell, Phillip Leaf, Loretta Fuddy, Calvin Sia, Anne Duggan

Etiology

448 Subtypes Of Anxiety And Age At First Use Of Tobacco, Alcohol, And Marijuana: Longitudinal Associations Among Males  
Naomi Marmorstein, Helene White, Rolf Loebler, Magda Stouthamer-Loebler

449 Comorbidity Of Oppositional Defiant Disorder With Conduct Disorders: Symptoms’ Trajectories Over Four Years  
Mélanie Lapalme, Michèle Déry

450 Differences In Visual And Manual Inhibitory Processes Among Adhd Subtypes  
Zachary Adams, Richard Milich, Mark Fillmore, Elizabeth Lorch

451 Traumatic Stress, Coping And Substance Use Among Adolescents Exposed To Hurricane Rita  
Rachel Grana, Luanne Rohrbach, Ping Sun, Steve Sussman

452 Symptomatology Identifies Periods And Persons At Risk For Illicit Drug Use In High-Risk Family Contexts: A Cross-Study Analysis  
Andrea Hussong, Patrick Curran, Taehun Lee, Robert Wirth, Laurie Chassin, Kenneth Sher, Robert Zucker

453 Childhood Factors Predicting Perpetration Of Intimate Partner Violence By Females During Emerging Adulthood: Results From The Raising Healthy Children Project  
Carl Maas, Charles Fleming, Richard Catalano
454 Arrest Trajectories: Prediction To Multiple Young Adult Outcomes For At-Risk Men
Margit Wiesner

455 Patterns And Correlates Of Intergenerational Maltreatment In Low-Income, African American Families: Implications For Prevention Efforts
Anne Shaffer, Emily Jackson, Nadine Kaslow

456 Examining Latent Classes Of Bullying And Peer Victimization: Implications For Prevention And Early Intervention
Catherine Bradshaw, Anne Sawyer, Lindsey O’Brennan

457 Etiology Of Mental Health Problems In Youth: Examining Individual Protective Factors In The Face Of Contextual Risk
Valerie Shapiro, Lebuffe Paul, Brie-Anne Kohrt

458 Long-Term Effects Of The Family Bereavement Program On Cortisol In Early Bereaved Children
Linda Luecken, Irwin Sandler, Jenn-Yun Tein, Tim Ayers, Sharlene Wolchik

459 – 460 see Technology Demonstrations which follow 472

Research, Policy and Practice

461 Determinants Of Service Utilization Among A Rural Community Corrections-Involved Population
Bowen Mcbeath, Lew Bank

462 National Institute On Drug Abuse (NIDA) International Program Research Training And Exchange Programs
Enid John, Steve W. Gust, Erin L. Winstanley

463 Capacity Building Assistance For HIV Prevention With Transgender Communities: The Transitions Project
Jae Sevelius, Susan Kegeles, Joanne Keatley, Paul Cotten

464 Resource Assessment Within The Project Prevention Of Behavior Disorders In The Local Community
Martina Feric Slehan, Valentina Kranzelic, Basic Josipa

465 Assessment Of Community Coalition For Prevention
Basic Josipa, Martina Feric Slehan, Valentina Kranzelic

466 Does Mental Health Promotion Have Preventive Impact? A Meta-Analysis Of Universal School-Based Programs.
Joseph Durlak, Roger Weissberg

467 Evaluation Of HIV Prevention Programs Among IDU (Injecting Drug Users) In Indonesia.
Adhi Nurhidayat

468 Blending Prevention Practice And Science: An Innovative statewide System Of Accountability And Performance Measurement
Beth Welbes, Peter Mulhall

469 An Economic Analysis Estimating Employer Costs Due To Employee Illicit Substance Use
Max Guyll, Richard Spoth, Stephanie Madon

470 A Content Analysis Of Embedded Alcohol Messages In Prime-Time Television Series
Cristel Russell, Dale Russell

471 Asian And Pacific Islander (API) Victimization In San Francisco Bay Area Schools
Heather Anne Law

472 Withdrawn

(3-047A) TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

Pacific D-N

Effectiveness Trials

459 Building Social-Emotional Competence In Children And Youth: Demonstration Of Skills And Resources Utilised In The Implementation Of The Friends And Fun Friends Programs
Katie Thompson, Paula Barrett

Research, Practice and Policy

460 Computer Simulation Models Of Tobacco, Obesity, And Alcohol Policies
Karen Friend, David Levy, Harold Holder
THE MOTHERS OF PREVENTION  Join your SPR friends and colleagues at the 7th Annual SPR Fundraising Dance to benefit minority participant scholarships. Dance to the music of the Mothers of Prevention featuring your favorite musicians and colleagues: Brian Bumbarger, drums and vocals, Gil Botvin, trumpet and flugelhorn, Celence Domitrovich, vocals, Jim Emshoff, electric piano and vocals, John Graham, guitar and vocals, David Hawkins, acoustic guitar and vocals, John Jimenez, lead guitar, and Randy Swaim, bass guitar.
Friday, May 30, 2008

7:30 am - 11:00 am

(4-001) REGISTRATION

Grand Ballroom Foyer

8:30 am - 10:00 am

(4-002) Etiology, Organized Paper Symposium

Grand Ballroom A

Risk and protective factors for adolescent dating violence from a developmental-ecological perspective
Chair: Tamara Haegerich

473 Risk And Protective Factors For Adolescent Dating Violence From A Developmental-Ecological Perspective
Discussant: Deborah Capaldi

474 Patterns Of Relationships And Pathways To Risk For Dating Violence Among African-American And Latino Late Adolescent Youth
Samantha Woo, Deborah Gorman-Smith, Patrick Tolan, David Henry

475 Dating Violence And Media Preferences Among Asian American And Pacific Islander Youth
Leighton Vila, Earl Hishinuma, Janice Chang

476 Problem Situations Associated With Dating And Romantic Relationships Among Urban African-American Youth In Middle And High School
Sarah Helms, Terri Sullivan, Elizabeth Erwin, Saba Masbo, Geri Lotze

8:30 am - 10:00 am

(4-003) WITHDRAWN

8:30 am - 10:00 am

(4-004) Innovative Methods, Grouped Papers

Grand Ballroom C

Advancing Models of Mediation: Discrete Outcomes, Moderated Mediation, and Multilevel Longitudinal Mediation
Chair: Michael Schoeny

477 Effect Size Measure Of Mediation For A Binary Outcome: A New Improved Measure And A Novel Graphic Presentation
Bin Huang, Jie Huang

478 Combining Mediation And Moderation: Testing Relationships Between Symptom Status, Functional Health, And Quality Of Life In HIV Patients
Ebri Ryu, Stephen West, Karen Sousa

479 Modeling Cross-Level Interaction In Multilevel Analysis Of Longitudinal Mediation Process
Jeewon Cheong, Siick Toon Khoo

8:30 am - 10:00 am

(4-005) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium

Seacliff A

Experimental Impacts Of Interventions Targeting Young Children’s Social-Emotional And Behavioral Development: From Effectiveness To Efficacy
Chair: Stephanie Jones

480 Experimental Impacts Of Interventions Targeting Young Children’s Social-Emotional And Behavioral Development: From Effectiveness To Efficacy
Discussant: John Love

481 Experiences And Issues In Scaling-Up: From Chicago School Readiness To Foundations Of Learning
Stephanie Jones

482 Impacts Of The Chicago School Readiness Project On Classrooms And Children
Cybele Raver, Stephanie Jones, Christine Li-Grining

483 The Foundations Of Learning Project: Testing The Effects Of A Classroom-Based Intervention At Scale
Pamela Morris
8:30 am - 10:00 am

(4-006) Context and Prevention – Broad Society, Media, Roundtable
Seacliff B

484 Preventing Substance Use And Risky Sexual Behavior In College Contexts
Chair: Aleta Meyer
Discussants: Philip Costanzo, Aleta Meyer, Melodie Fearnow-Kenney, Dean Kilpatrick, Robert Saltz, John Schulenberg, Alexander Wagenaar, Helene White, David Wyrick

8:30 am - 10:00 am

(4-007) Emerging Adulthood, Organized Paper Symposium
Seacliff C

Drug Prevention Program Effects on Early Adult Outcomes: A Growing Body of Evidence
Chair: Aria Crump

485 Drug Prevention Program Effects On Early Adult Outcomes: A Growing Body Of Evidence
Discussant: Patrick Tolan

486 Long-Term Effects Of Drug Prevention On Hiv Risk Among Young Adults
Phyllis Ellickson, Daniel Mcaffrey, David Klein

487 Reduced Substance Use Among Young Adults Through Universal, Family-Focused Intervention Effects On Adolescent Developmental Trajectories
Richard Spoth, Linda Trudeau, Chungyeol Shin, Cleve Redmond

488 Contextual Factors Predicting Health Behavior Protection And Risk In The Emerging Adulthood Period: Long-Term Results Of The Midwestern Prevention Project (STAR)
Mary Ann Pentz, Nate Rigs, Lei Duan, Chih-Ping Chou

8:30 am - 10:00 am

(4-008) Innovative Methods, Organized Paper Symposium
Seacliff D

Latent Markov Chain Models
Chair: Karen Nylund

489 Latent Markov Chain Models
Stephanie Lanza, Karen Nylund

490 Specialization In Juvenile Offending In A Birth Cohort - Measurement Issues In Latent Transition Modeling
Hanno Petras, Katherine Masyn, Weiwei Liu

491 Onset And Desistance Of Conduct Problems And Substance Use In Adolescence
Katie Witkiewitz, Robert McMahon, Kenneth Dodge, Johnny Wu

492 Effects Of Change In Psychopathology On Change In Suicidality Risk Among Community Clinic Youth
Samantha Fordwood, Katherine Masyn, Constance Hammen, John Weisz

8:30 am - 10:00 am

(4-009) Context and Prevention – School, Peer, Organized Paper Symposium
Bayview A

Acceptance and Commitment Training (ACT) for middle school teachers
Chair: Anthony Biglan
Discussant: Dennis Embry

493 Acceptance And Commitment Training (ACT) For Middle School Teachers
Anthony Biglan, Scott Ross

494 Middle School Contexts And Positive Behavior Support
Julie Rusby, Dennis Embry

495 Screening Schools For Readiness To Implement A School-Wide Behavior Intervention
Jeffrey Sprague, Stephen Smith

496 Observations Of The Middle School Environment: Associations Between Staff Behavior, The School Environment And Overall Student Behavior
Julie Rusby, Cathy Milchak
### Events 4-010 - 4-013

**8:30 am - 10:00 am**

**4-010** [Effectiveness Trials](#), Organized Paper Symposium

**Bayview B**
- Theory and Designs for Community-Based Suicide Prevention
  Chair: C. Hendricks Brown

**497 Theory And Designs For Community-Based Suicide Prevention**
C. Hendricks Brown

**498 Opportunities For Evaluating Suicide Prevention Programs In African American Churches**
Sherry Molock, Henry Prempeh, Gauri Saxena

**499 Group-Based Randomized Trial Of A Training Program For Youth Suicide Prevention: Assessing Diffusion To The Student Population**
Peter A. Wyman, C. Hendricks Brown, Mark Lomurray, Wendi Cork, Karen Schmeelk-Cone, Jeff Inman

**500 Designs For Community-Based Suicide Prevention Trials**
C. Hendricks Brown, Peter A. Wyman, Sherry Molock, George Howe

---

### Events 4-012 - 4-013

**8:30 am - 10:00 am**

**4-012** [Research, Policy and Practice](#), Grouped Papers

**Garden Room B**
- Emerging Adults: Family, social and work transitions.
  Chair: Michael Schoeny

**504 Preventing Prescription Drug Abuse By Teens**
Kristen D. Holtz, Eric C. Twombly

**505 Protective Factors Over The Years (Part 1): Strategies For Monitoring Older Adolescents**
Brenda Miller, Genevieve Ames, Beth Bourdeau

**506 Transitioning Young Adults Into The Workplace: Preliminary Findings From A National Study**
Jeremy Bray, Georgia Karuntzos, Jamie Stiller, Deborah Galvin

---

### Events 4-011

**8:30 am - 10:00 am**

**4-011** [Context and Prevention](#), Grouped Papers

**Garden Room A**
- The Context of Interventions: variations on the format of program delivery.
  Chair: Cady Berkel

**501 HIV Prevention For Women Visiting Incarcerated Men: The Home Project**
Megan Comfort, Olga Grinstead, Torsten Neilands, Kathleen Mccartney

**502 Ecology Matters: Patient Perspectives From A Randomized, Controlled Trial Of Diabetes Self-Management Support In A Safety-Net Health System**
Yeuen Kim, Maryann Situ, Margaret Handley, Ivonne Mclean, Dean Schillinger

**503 Substance Use Trajectories And Health-Risking Sexual Behavior**
Hyman Hops, Charles Turner

---

**8:30 am - 10:00 am**

**4-013** The Role of Culture, Ethnicity and Health Disparities in Prevention Research, Organized Paper Symposium

**Pacific BC**
- The Prevention Research Cycle and Asian Families in the United States: Evidence for Cultural Adaptations to Theory and Programming
  Chair: Jeffrey Cookston

**507 The Prevention Research Cycle And Asian Families In The United States: Evidence For Cultural Adaptations To Theory And Programming**
Jeffrey Cookston

**508 Marital Dissolution Processes Among Ethnic Minority Families: Navigating The Lack Of Data**
Jeffrey Cookston, Aubrei Meginn

**509 Adaptation Of Parent Management Training For High Risk Immigrant Chinese Families.**
Anna Lau, Joey Fung, Lisa Liu, Omar Gudino

**510 Cultural Adaptation Of A Prevention Program For Divorced Mothers To Asian Americans: A Pilot Study**
Qing Zhou, Sharlene S. Wolchik, Nancy A. Gonzales
### 8:30 am - 2:30 pm

**8:30 am - 10:00 am**

#### (4-013A) Innovative Methods, Organized Paper Symposium

*Pacific O*

Emerging Investigators and Emerging Ideas in Prevention Science  
Chair: *Amy Goldstein*

511 Emerging Investigators And Emerging Ideas In Prevention Science  
Discussant: *David Olds*

512 New Directions In Prevention Science: The Role Of Neurobiology As Illustrated By Multidimensional Treatment Foster Care For Preschoolers (MTFC-P)  
*Jacqueline Bruce, Philip Fisher, Katherine Pears*

513 New Directions In Prevention Research: A General Model Of Cultural Adaptation For Interventions  
*Miguelina Germán, Nancy A. Gonzales*

514 New Directions In Prevention Science: Statistical Methodology  
*Elizabeth Stuart*

#### 10:00 am - 10:15 am

**10:00 am - 10:15 am**

#### (4-014) MORNING BREAK

*Grand Ballroom Foyer*

#### 10:15 am - 11:45 am

#### (4-015) PLENARY SESSION III

*Grand Ballroom A*

The Role of the Environment and Development in Gene by Environment Interactions.  
Chairs: *Kathy Etz and Richard Catalano*  
Presenters: *Kenneth Dodge, Leslie Leve and Stephen Gilman*

#### 11:45 am - 1:00 pm

#### (4-016) LUNCH ON YOUR OWN

### 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

#### (4-017) PLENARY SESSION III ROUNDTABLE

*Grand Ballroom A*

The Role of the Environment and Development in Gene by Environment Interactions.  
Chairs: *Kathy Etz and Richard Catalano*  
Presenters: *Kenneth Dodge, Leslie Leve and Stephen Gilman*

#### 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

#### (4-018) Context and Prevention, Organized Paper Symposium

*Grand Ballroom B*

The Implementation Of Evidence-Based Practices In Norway: A Case Study In Cultural Evolution  
Chair: *Anthony Biglan*

515 The Implementation Of Evidence-Based Practices In Norway: A Case Study In Cultural Evolution  
*Anthony Biglan*

516 Implementing And Evaluating Evidence-Based Treatments Of Conduct Problems In Children And Youth In Norway  
*Terje Ogden*

517 Sustaining Fidelity In A Large Scale Implementation  
*Marion Forgatch*

518 Positive Behavior Support Implementation In Norway  
*Jeffrey Sprague*

#### 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

**SPR: Lost in Translation?–Mapping Advances and Opportunities in Type II Translational Research**

*Grand Ballroom C*

Chairs: *Richard Spoth and Luanne Rohrbach*  
Discussants: *Mark Greenberg, J. David Hawkins, Maryann Penz, Elizabeth Robertson, Zili Sloboda*
### 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

#### (4-019) Context and Prevention – School, Peer, Grouped Papers

**Pacific BC**

- Early Childhood Intervention to Promote Positive Development into Adolescence  
  Chair: Elvira Elek

- Do Teachers Do What They Say? The Influence Of Pre-Kindergarten Teachers’ Self-Reported Classroom Strategies And The Observed Quality Of Classroom Environments On The Development Of Social And Behavioral Competencies In Low-Income Preschoolers.  
  C. Francoise Acra, Emily B. Gerber, Dimitra Kamboukos, Carla D. Correia, Ada Cervantes, Ami Schwab, Spring Dawson-Mcclure, Esther Calzada, Laurie Miller Brotman

- Early Educational Intervention, High School Quality, And Adult Well-Being  
  Judy Temple, Amy Mann, Arthur Reynolds

- Individual And Classroom Outcomes Of The Head Start Redi Project  
  Celene Domitrovich, Karen Bierman, Robert Nix, Scott Gest, Janet Welsh, Mark Greenberg, Clancy Blair, Keith Nelson, Sukhdeep Gill

#### (4-020) Context and Prevention – Cross-Context, Grouped Papers

**Seacliff A**

- Perspectives on the Influence of Multiple Contextual Forces on Children's Substances Use.  
  Chair: Cleve Redmond

- Alcohol Advertising Or Parents: Which Has More Influence On Youth's Alcohol Behaviors, Intentions, Norms, And Attitudes?  
  Keryn Pasch, Kelly Komro, Cheryl Perry, Kian Farbakhsh

- Immigrant Generation And Mediators Of Adolescent Alcohol Use And Depression  
  Maryam Kia-Keating, Guadalupe A. Bacio, Sandra Brown

#### (4-021) Context and Prevention – Cross-Context, Organized Paper Symposium

**Seacliff B**

- School-Based Prevention of Depression: Context Matters  
  Chair: Carolyn McCarty

- Designing Interventions With Attention To Context: The Positive Thoughts And Actions Program  
  Carolyn McCarty

- Perception Of School Context As A Factor In Reducing Risk For Development Of Depression During The Transition To High School  
  Elizabeth Mccauley, Ann Vander Stoep, Jennifer Pelton, Kelly Thompson

- Evaluating The Effectiveness And Moderators Of The Penn Resiliency Program: A Meta-Analytic Review  
  Steven Brunwasser, Jane Gillham

#### (4-022) Epidemiology, Organized Paper Symposium

**Seacliff C**

- Alcohol Use from Onset Through Emerging Adulthood: Issues in Measurement and Modeling  
  Chair: Betsy Feldman

- Alcohol Use From Onset Through Emerging Adulthood: Issues In Measurement And Modeling  
  Betsy J. Feldman, Katie Witkiewitz

- Analyzing The Moment: Growth Curve Modeling Of Day-Of-The Week Drinking  
  Paul Greenbaum, Wei Wang, Jack Darkes, Karen Brandon Obremski, Mark Goldman
531 The Measurement And Modeling Of Adolescent Alcohol Use: A Simulation Study
Betsy J. Feldman, Katherine E. Masyn

532 Modeling Alcohol Use Onset Using Multiple Indicators Of Initial Use: An Application Of A Discrete-Time Latent Markov Chain Model
Eric C. Brown, Katherine E. Masyn, J. David Hawkins, Michael W. Arribas

533 Methodological Approaches Of The National Academic Centers Of Excellence On Youth Violence Prevention
Jane Onoye, Robert Cohen, Gregory Mark, Linda Anne Valle

534 Integrating Qualitative And Quantitative Methods To Explore Contextual Factors Influencing Aggression And Effective Nonviolent Behavior In Urban Adolescents
Albert Farrell, Elizabeth Erwin, Wendy Kliever, Terri Sullivan, Amie Bettencourt, Sally Mays, Kevin Allison

535 Developing And Testing Population-Based Interventions And Models For Prevention: Lessons Learned From School-Based Aggression Prevention
Phillip Leaf, Christine Koth, Catherine Bradshaw

536 Formative Evaluation Of Community Based Participatory Research And Community Mobilization Across The Academic Centers Of Excellence On Youth Violence Prevention: A Discussion Of Methods
Nancy Stroupe

537 Exploring The Latent Structures Of Aberrant Psychological Phenomena Using Factor Mixture Modeling
Discussant: Sabrina Oesterle

538 The Use Of Factor Mixture Models For Investigating Latent Structure Stability Across Time
Katherine Masyn, Craig Henderson, Paul Greenbaum

539 Factor Mixture Modeling: A Conceptual, Psychometric, And Analytic Framework
Craig Henderson, Katherine Masyn, David Marcus, John Edens

540 A Comparison Of Taxometric And Factor Mixture Modeling Approaches To Examine The Latent Structure Of Juvenile Psychopathy
Daniel Murrie, David Marcus, Craig Henderson

541 Evaluation Of Universal, School-Based Preventative Interventions: The Friends For Life And Fun FRIENDS Programs
Chair: John Piacentini

542 Building Social-Emotional Competence In Preschool Children: An Examination Of The Fun Friends Program
Kristine Pahl, Paula Barrett, John Piacentini
543 Long-Term Outcomes Of An Australian Universal Prevention Trial Of Anxiety And Depression Symptoms And Children And Youth: An Evaluation Of The Friends Programs
Katie Thompson, Paula Barrett, Lara Farrell, Ollendick Thomas, Dadds Mark

544 Preventing Anxiety And Depression Among Mexican Children: Results At 6-Months Follow-Up
Julia Gallegos

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
(4-026) Innovative Methods, Grouped Papers
Garden Room A
Methods for obtaining empirically-derived typologies of cross-sectional and longitudinal risk behavior: Classification trees and latent class analysis
Chair: Patrick Malone

545 The Use Of Classification And Regression Tree Models In Prevention Research: An Exploratory Analysis Of Risk And Protective Factors Predicting Problem Alcohol Use
Nilufer Isvan, Nicholas Huntington

546 Using Optimal Data Analysis To Classify High-Risk Sexual Behavior In Msm
Melanie Laforce

547 New Method For The Analysis Of Latent Stage-Sequential Development In Drug Abuse Prevention And Treatment
Hwan Chung

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
(4-027) Efficacy Trials, Grouped Papers
Garden Room B

549 Fostering Healthy Futures: Impacts On Contextual Factors In A Randomized Controlled Trial Of An Intervention For Preadolescent Youth In Foster Care
Heather Taussig, Sara E. Culhane

550 Outcomes From The National Evaluation Of Free To Grow: Head Start Partnerships To Promote Substance-Free Communities
Mark Wolfson, Todd Rogers, Heather Champion, Doug Easterling, Dianne Barker, Rebecca Neiberg, Eddie Ip, Jenn Beyer, Maria Parries, Leslie Tuttle, Renee Foley

2:30 pm - 3:00 pm
(4-028) AFTERNOON BREAK
Grand Ballroom Foyer

2:45 pm - 4:15 pm
(4-029) Context and Prevention – Cross-Context, Organized Paper Symposium

Grand Ballroom B
The Role of Interpersonal Mindfulness in Prevention: Promoting Mindfulness and Emotional Balance in Parent-Child and Teacher-Child Relationships
Chair: Larissa Duncan

551 The Role Of Interpersonal Mindfulness In Prevention: Promoting Mindfulness and Emotional Balance In Parent-Child And Teacher-Child Relationships
Discussant: Alan Marlatt

552 A Conceptual Framework For Interpersonal Mindfulness: Measurement Of Mindful Parenting And Its Associations With Adolescent Adjustment
Larissa Duncan, J. Douglas Coatsworth, Mark Greenberg

553 Infusing Mindfulness Into Family-Based Prevention: Testing An Adapted Version Of The Strengthening Families Program For Parents And Youth 10-14
J. Douglas Coatsworth, Larissa Duncan, Mark Greenberg

554 Cultivating Emotional Balance In The Classroom
Patricia Jennings
2:45 pm - 4:15 pm

(4-030) Context and Prevention – Cross-Context, Organized Paper Symposium

Grand Ballroom C
Incorporating adapted and adaptive prevention interventions in community contexts
Chair: Abigail Gewirtz

555 Incorporating Adapted And Adaptive Prevention Interventions In Community Contexts
Abigail Gewirtz

556 Quality Function Deployment Methodology As A Tool For Adapting The New Beginnings Program For Divorcing Families
Sarah Jones, Irwin Sandler, Sharlene Wolchik

557 One Program, Two Versions: Adapted And Adaptive Models Of Early Risers Implemented In School And Supportive Housing Contexts
Joel Hektner, Abigail Gewirtz, Gerald August

558 Testing Project MYTRI: Will Western Models Of Prevention Work In India?
Melissa Stigler, Cheryl Perry, Monika Arora, K. Srinath Reddy

2:45 pm - 4:15 pm

(4-031) Efficacy Trials, Organized Paper Symposium

Seacliff A
Family Violence Across the Prevention Intervention Research Cycle: Etiology, Efficacy, and Effectiveness
Chair: Marni Kan

559 Family Violence Across The Prevention Intervention Research Cycle: Etiology, Efficacy, And Effectiveness
Discussant: Deborah Capaldi

560 Couple Violence And Parenting And Coparenting Experiences Across The Transition To Parenthood
Marni Kan, Mark Feinberg, Megan Goslin

561 Preventing Partner And Child Maltreatment Through Empirically-Guided Community Intervention
Richard Heyman, Amy Slep

2:45 pm - 4:15 pm

(4-032) Context and Prevention – Neighborhood, Individual, Organized Paper Symposium

Seacliff B
The Complexity of the Community Context in Relating to Adolescent Outcomes
Chair: Sarah Ghilenski

563 The Complexity Of The Community Context In Relating To Adolescent Outcomes
Discussant: Michael Arthur

564 How Adolescent Outcomes Associate With Combinations Of Community Risks And Resources
Sarah Chilenski, Mark Greenberg

565 The Role Of Community, Family, And Peer Factors In Adolescent Delinquency And Positive Development
Monique Faulk, Emilie Phillips Smith

566 Cross-Level Interactions Between Family And School Contexts: Testing An Interactive Model Of Adolescent Risk Behaviors
Michael Cleveland, Mark Feinberg, Mark Greenberg

2:45 pm - 4:15 pm

(4-033) Emerging Adulthood, Organized Paper Symposium

Seacliff C
The Mental Health of African American Emerging Adults Disconnected from School and the Workforce
Chair: Darius Tandon

567 The Mental Health Of African American Emerging Adults Disconnected From School And The Workforce
Darius Tandon

568 Predictors Of Depression Among Adolescents And Young Adults In Employment And Training Programs
Darius Tandon, Amy Templeman, Esther Kaggwa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>569</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview B</td>
<td><em>Etiology, Organized Paper Symposium</em></td>
<td>Edward Smith, Richard Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview B</td>
<td><em>Advanced Statistical Modeling of Sexual Risk Behavior Over Time</em></td>
<td>Edward Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview B</td>
<td><em>The Effects Of The Healthwise Intervention On Condom Use Knowledge</em></td>
<td>Donna Coffman, Edward Smith, Linda Caldwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>576</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview B</td>
<td><em>Alcohol Use And Sex: Modeling Daily Co-Variation In Behaviors</em></td>
<td>Megan Patrick, Jennifer Maggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>577</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview B</td>
<td><em>Using Latent Transition Analysis To Model Transitions In Dating And Sexual Risk Behavior</em></td>
<td>Stephanie Lanza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>Mental Health Functioning Among Children From Minority Families:Focusing on the Context Of Culture And Immigration</em></td>
<td>Seeba Anam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>Mental Health Problems And Social Competence In Children Of Immigrant And Non-Immigrant Families: Trajectories From Kindergarten To 5th Grade</em></td>
<td>Seeba Anam, Keng-Yen Huang, Laurie Brotman, Carla Correia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>573</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>Mental Health Problems In Asian American Children: Trajectories And Risk Factors</em></td>
<td>Seeba Anam, Keng-Yen Huang, Laurie Brotman, Stephanie Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>Cultural Socialization Of Latino Children: The Development And Test Of A New Framework Of Latino Parenting And Child Functioning</em></td>
<td>Esther Calzada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>569</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>The Role of Culture, Ethnicity and Health Disparities in Prevention Research, Organized Paper Symposium</em></td>
<td>Seeba Anam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>Mental Health Functioning Among Children From Minority Families:Focusing on the Context Of Culture And Immigration</em></td>
<td>Seeba Anam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>Mental Health Problems And Social Competence In Children Of Immigrant And Non-Immigrant Families: Trajectories From Kindergarten To 5th Grade</em></td>
<td>Seeba Anam, Keng-Yen Huang, Laurie Brotman, Carla Correia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>573</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>Mental Health Problems In Asian American Children: Trajectories And Risk Factors</em></td>
<td>Seeba Anam, Keng-Yen Huang, Laurie Brotman, Stephanie Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Bayview A</td>
<td><em>Cultural Socialization Of Latino Children: The Development And Test Of A New Framework Of Latino Parenting And Child Functioning</em></td>
<td>Esther Calzada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>579</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Garden Room A</td>
<td><em>Racial And Ethnic Disparities In Clinical Characteristics And Psychiatric Diagnoses Of Children And Adolescents: Caregiver And Clinician Differences</em></td>
<td>Melissa Azur, Crystal Barksdale, Bhuvana Sukumar, Christine Walraeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Garden Room A</td>
<td><em>Racial Disparities And Mental Health Service Utilization In Children: Does Psychiatric Diagnosis Matter?</em></td>
<td>Crystal Barksdale, Melissa Azur, Phillip Leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581</td>
<td>2:45 pm - 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Garden Room A</td>
<td><em>Native American Child Welfare Foster Care Placements: Administrative Data Findings From 4 Large Urban/Rural Counties In California</em></td>
<td>Deb Johnson-Shelton, Jean Stockard, Susan Quash-Mah, Ryann Crowley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2:45 pm - 4:15 pm

(4-038) Context and Prevention – Broad Society, Media, Organized Paper Symposium

*Garden Room B*

Putting theory to the test in a large-scale anti-drug media campaign
Chair: Kristen Holtz

582 Putting Theory To The Test In A Large-Scale Anti-Drug Media Campaign  
*Robert W. Denniston, Kristen Holtz, Tanya White*

583 Above The Influence: Development Of A Brand To Reach Youth At The Moment Of Decision About Drug Use  
*Robert W. Denniston*

584 Threats To Success And Empirical Safeguards: Evaluation Within The Nyadmc  
*Kristen Holtz*

585 Innovative Analytic Approaches To Measure The Impact Of A Drug Prevention Social Marketing Campaign  
*Tanya White*

4:15 pm - 5:00 pm

(4-039) CONFERENCE WRAP UP

*Grand Ballroom A*